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CHAPl'ER I

INTRODUCTION
Among the Southern poets or the Reconstru.ct:1on era, John Banister
Tabb occup:1e. a uniql.18 position, both because of the s:1ngular h:1ddeJmes.
his career and because

ot the con8UJlllate arti.try that

ot

marks the poetry or bi.

maturer ;rears.
Born on Varch 22,

l.845, at

"The Forest," the tud.ly' estate near

Richmond, V:1rg:1n1a, John Tabb spent a hapw cb11dhood, surrounded b)" th~luxu.
rle. and comforts ot a ....alth)" southern home.

fra11 health and wale .,...:1ght

prevented h1m tram participating tully in the pleasure. ot his brothers, but
this los. was more than counterbalanced bY' his excursions into the realms ot
l1terature during hours ot reading with his mother.
1Iben John was .1.xteen, the Civil War broke out, and his only' griet

was that he could not enl1st as h1s two brothers had don..

Dttring the second

year ot the war, honver, he was ottered the chance ot serv:t.ng as a blockaderunner under Major Ficklin, a trlend ot the tamlly'.

For the next two

~are

John'. lite .... a aerie. ot adventure. and hairbreadth .scape. troll Federal
gunboats. Two ot hi. p081ll on their :1nap:1ration to incidents ot this pertod.
In August, 1862, tour dqa atter he had l.tt Charleston, South Carolina, on
his first blockade-running trip, h. saw the island ot San Salvadore in the
distance, and the :1dea tor "Ott San Salvadore" .flashed into h:1s mind, though
1

2

he did not pubfiSh the poem until later. 1 The loes of the anchor of the

;;,;;,.;..----

Robert E. Lee in Jlaroh, 1863, suggested 1IThe Lost Anchor. n2
With his capture on June 4,

1864, the

harrowing experience of im-

prisonment at Bull Pen, Point Lookout, Maryland, began.

But again his sutfer-

ing was compensated by' the friendship he formed with Sidney Lanier,

fellow-prisoner.
leased earl\Y in

a

Though the two men tladlittle contact after John wu re-

186"

Lanier's triendship remained one of fabbts ID08t

cherished treasures and beoame the iDapiration tor some at his finest poelU.
The close of the

1f8r

tound the fabb estate in ruins and John penni-

less. lor a while be studied JIll1Sio in Baltimore at Kajar Fickl1n'sexpense.
Then he taught at an Episcopalian school

tor boys. It was in Baltimore that

he met Alf'red Curtis, Episoopalian rector

Bishop ot Wilm:1ngton.

Both men

Church, and in 1872 both

\II'8N

alread:!

at lib.

CalT&l'Y Church and future

had leanings toward the Catholic

received into it-Curtis in England on April 18,

and fabb in Richmond on September 8. Shortly after, fabb entered St. Charlea
College near nlioott City to begin his studies for the priesthood.

After

his graduation in 187" he taught at St. Peter's Boys' Sehool in Richmond tor
two and a halt ;years, and then beoame an instructor in English and Greek at
st. Charles College.

In September, 1861, he entered St. Varyts Seminary,

BaltillOl'e, as a student at theology.

From the seJld.nary he iS8U8d his first

1 Franois A. Litz, Father 'rabba
Baltimore, 1923, 10.
·

-

2 Ibid.,

16.

!

stu&;

.2! !!! .!!!!. !!!.<! Works,

3
volume of poemS, and during this period he contributed poetry to several
magazines) On December 20, .1884, he was ordained to the priesthood b)" Bishop
Gibbons in the Baltimore Oathedral. He had attained the goal of' his desires.
'l'he remdning twenty-f'ive years ot his ille 'ather '1'abb spent teaching literature and gr8ZlllllSr to the younger boys at St. Charles College.

!hese

years of retirement bore rich truit i¥l poetry', tor it was onq then that he
turned to the quatrain, his characteristic genre. When total blindness feU
upon him in 1908, he had to give up teaching, but he oontinued to write

poet~

Death, l1ke his blindness, gradualq drew near, aad on the night of' November

19, 1909, he died, leaving to _r1can literature a comparativel,. small but
rich heritage ot poetry'.
When, in the summer

ot 1892, 'ather Tabb def:l.ned poetry'

88

.l gleam of heaven, the pasSion of' a star
Held captive in the clup of' harmonT;
.l silen.oe, shell...Uke, breathing fro-,.dar
'l'he rapture

he

1I'U

ot the deep--etemity,"

at the same time demonstrating the role of'the creative imagination in

the production ot poet17, tor it is this f'aoulty that distinguishes the poet
from the ordinary run of' _n.
\

!be ordinary man sees with his senses; when he

draw a picture, he selects hie details on the basis of' their practical-that

is, their taotual or inf'ormational-importanoe.

!he poet, on the other hand,

Sees not onl7 with his sensal but also with his imagination.

-

Ivan as he

3 Ibid., 34·35.

4 ·Poet17,".!!!!. Poet!7 2! Father '1'abb, ad. Franois A. Lits, In

York, 1928, 359.

4
looks. the object he perceives with his sens•• oombines with images alreaqy
in his mind, and the result is his individual perception ot the objeot.'
When he draws bie picture, he selects his details on the basis ot their imaginative or emotional 11Iportance, so that each detail contributes to the expression of the mood that dominated his perception of the object.

Frequentl¥

he chooses ool1' one detail, i t he chopses more than one, the eftect is never-

theless unified.
This is the work ot the poetic imagination, which Ooleridge defines
as .. the power by which one 1mage or feeling 1s made to modify lIIBnY' others and.
by a sort

ot tueion !2. force !!!!!l ~ .2!!.... 6

fh1a" capability of reducing

a multitude into unity of eftect, or by strong passion to modify series of
thoughts into one predominant thought or feeling," 7 can never be acquired.

It

i8 the faculty of 'Which Horace speaks when he declares that "the poet 1s born,
•
not made." Imagination, therefore, 1s the touchstone of the true poet, the
ultimate test of real poet17. 8
But i t iJagination 1s first and foremost the poet t s special

'fIIIq

of

s,ee1!i, it implies alBo his special ft'1' of saltP,i. the language that d1stinguiahes him from every other poet.

8]"'88.

,

Erneat G. MoU,

Of aU the elements that make up that

!!!! ApPreCiation !?! Poetq.

New York, 1933,

6 Ooleri!:'s Shakespearean Oriticism, ed. Thomas Y1ddleton
Raysor, CambrIdge,
s., 19jC5,I, 212.
7
139-140.

~id.,

II, 91.

8 .Q!. Frederick Clarke Prescott,

!l!!. Poetic !1D;d'

New York, 1922,

language-raeter, rhythm, torm, and the rest-none is more important in the
selt-revelation ot a poet than h1a imagery.
lyric poet, gives himself 8.W&'Y,

88

Ever,y poet, particularl¥ ever,y

it were, through his images.

The imagery he :1nBtinctiveq uses i8 ••• a revelation,
largeq unconscious, given at a moment ot heightened feeling,
of the tum1 ture ot his mind, the channels ot his thought, the
qualities ot things, the objects and incidents he observes and
remembers, and perhaps most sigJ;liticant ot aU, those which he
does not observe and remember.9·
The imager,y

ot a poet is the key to his likes and d1slikes, his interests

and hie ideals-in a word, to his personalitY'.
ot tf!lW' American poets is this more true than ot rather '1'abb, because ot

two characteristics peculiar to his poetr,y. the sudden, almoat spontaneous
conception ot the idea, and the
in verse.

1:mmediate~

tinished expression ot that idea

Both the tacultY' and the students ot St. Charles College are

accustomed to the sight ot the priest wal.ld.ng around the campus or through
the woods or tields, coming to a sudden stop, throwing hiB head back, and,
apparent~

unconscious of his surroundings, guing

t1xe~

at the sky tor

two or three Jllinutes. Aa t:t.me went on, the)" came to know that sucb an experience was alway's tollowed by a t1n1sbed poem.

rather '1'abb used to insist

that be could not write poet17 to order but had to wait tor the moment ot
inapiration. When he did write, he rarely made changes in the tirst draft
ot his lIOrk. lO One is justitied, theretore, in holding that because of its

9 Caroline'. Spurgeon, Shakespeare t s I!!f{erz
Cambridge, Eng., 1935, 4.

10 Lits, Father 'rabb, 91-93.

~ ~

!!. '1'ells .!!!,

6
spontaneity and condensation, his imagery definitely reveals his personality.
During the forty odd years since F.ather Tabb' s death, brief critical

essays on his poems have appeared at intervals in Catholic and secular magazines. 'the very brevity of these articles preclude. AnY' extensive study ot
the poet'. imagery.
rather l'abb:

!

Only one longer stu~f importance has been published,

Stu&; .2! !!!! .!!!!. ~ Works, written by Francis A. Litz of

Johns Hopkins University, a tormer pupil of Father Tabb at st. Charles
College.

Lits does treat at some length !abbls images drawn from nature and

religion. yet even this treatment is cursory when viewed in the light of the
poet's work as a whole.
!he present study deals with the imagery ot all the serious poems-approximately 775-of Father Tabb published during his life and shortly after
his death.

Hia humorous verse has been omitted precisely because it is, in

many instances, mere verse rather than true poetr.r.

His poetr.r that existed

in lIIInuscript form until 1928 haa likewise been omitted because 'ather Tabb
never authorized its publication, and consequently it cannot be regarded as
his completely finished work.

'the text used for the present study' is that

edited by Francis A. Litz,ll since it contains all of the serious poe_ ot
Father Tabb except

!h! Rosary ~ !hl!!,

now out of print and available 0017

in the rare book room of large libraries.

After briefly discussing the technical aspects of Father Tabbls imagery,

II See above, n.

4.

7
the writer proposes to class1f.y his images according to their sources and to
interpret the personality ot the poet in the light ot these findings.

She

does not pretend that hers i8 an exhaustive study' of Father Tabbls imagery.
It is possible and highly probable that
attention, but

herst~

SOl18

ot his images have escaped her

haa, she believes, been intensive enough to warrant

the conclusions she has drawn ..

CHAPTER II
TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF FATHER TABBIS IDOERY

!he term

~e

is here used in a broad sense and embraces everr

mental, emotional, and sense

experi~oe

which the poet expresses in terms ot

comparison or identitication. Since allusione can best be treated in the
chapters dealing with the sources ot Father Tabb t S imageryJ and since the
1mpl1catory figures-trope, metorJY'llG"', and synecdoche-are, in the tinal anal18is, metaphors or similes or personifications, it seeJD8 wise to limit the
discussion ot the technical aspects ot Father Tabbls imagerr to these three
large classes.
In view ot the brevity ot most ot Father 'labb's poems, it is not
surprising that metaphors should rank tirst in importance amng his images.
So intense were his mental, emotional, and senee experiences that he ordinar1~

identities rather than merel¥ compares two objects or ideas.
When he contemplates tame, life is to him the noonday, and death

the night that distinguishes star from star. 1

The toils and hardships ot

lite ake him think ot it as a laborious daiY whose night, death, is

80

81feet

That God himself, 0 t ernarled ot the light,
Within its sbadon lay.

1

fI'...,"!he
-

364.

Poet!1: ot Father Tabb, ed. Francis A. Lits, New

- 2 "Death," ibid., 363.

York, 1928,

e

9
Again, life is "'.but a leaf upon the tree," and birtl.l and death the winds that

blow upon it) Death becomes for him the reaper casting life to the ground
that it me, rise again,h another Judas betraying Christ with a kiss,' or the
pilot quietly bringing the soul into port; while she is asleep. 6 Sleep, death"
sister, is the -Unchiding mother of a ~ son,"7 the silent angel shod
with snO'tl)" s~ who came down to keep the first Christmas watch. 8
He ponders the lIVStery of the Incarnation, and the world appears to
him Christ's cradle, the stars His worshippers, and 14ar,y

The one horizon never dim. 9
'lith penitential teara.
And as he looks upon Mother and Child at Nuareth, he reminds lla.ry that
••• earth and heaven-the footstool and the throne
O£ Him who bowed obedient to 'thy swrq

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . .

Pause, till their tongues are tutored of tbfBe own,
ItVagnificattt in wondering love to s&'3'.

Speaking in the person of Christ, he sees in JIary's motherhood "The m1rror of

-

3 -Autumn Song," ibid., 242.

,

4 "Earth's 'J.'ribute,"

~.,

1,9-160.

-

"Rabbonl," ibid., 229.

-

6 "Her Pilot,a ibid., 129.

-

7 "Invocation," ibid., 2,3-254.

-

8 "At the Manger," ibid., 196.

-

9 "Christmas," ibid., 199.
10 "Child and Mother,· ibid., 212.

10
Divinity, till atru he extols Our Lady as

Magdalen

t.

• • • the blessed Tree
Whose fruit proclaimeth thee,
o Mother minel
'or never laden bough
Such burden bore as_thou,
Of Love Divine. 1.2
shame

i8

the shadow in which Christ reverences His !lother t 8 name

and therefore pardons herJ l3 the penitent, breaking the alabaster box of ointment at His feet, is herself an even costlier vase, distilling -The bruised
balm of penitential love."14
These are but a tn examples of strict metaphors in 'ather Tabb t s
poetry.

Implicit metaphors also abound.

So he speaks of the "sacerdotal

trees,nl, of the Judean stars keeping watch within the sldes,1.6 of "brilmrlng
life,,17 and the "winged soul.,,18 Time and thought keep him a prisoner, and
he cries out I

"The Tree," ibid., 213.

II .Speculum Amoris,· ibid., 191-192.
12

l3

14
15

"Mary, the Sinner," ibid., 211.

-

"Christ and the Pagan," ibid., 193-194.

"Recompense," ibid., 229.

-

-

16 "The Light of Bethlehem," ibid., 201-202.

-

17 ttJl.r Jlasnate," ibid., 243.

-

18 -Resistance," ibid.,

36,.

11

"When time is dead, and memory
Deserts the ramparts, I am free .19
Wrinkles are to him the effect of trost, sun, nnd, and rain,

~: :~f:~~et~:~1=~25 plan
The martyr Mra pleads with Christ to clothe her "nth purple penance. n21
Father Tabbts apparent pref,rence tor the metaphor does not, however, blind him to the value ot the simile.

Indeed, it is in the use ot this

weaker image that he possesses a \Drl.que skill.
His simple similes are numerous and varied.

As Christ walks down

the road to Calvar,r, His enemies, "Like wolves upon a victim's trail,·22
gloat over His ralls J but on Easter morning the reed of scorn which they had
put into His hands,
Like Aaron t s rod,
Hath blossomed to adorn
!he risen God. 23
A penttent soul gronls at Christ' a teet like Magdalen, 24 whoae grief "like

-

19 "Release," ibid., 363.

-

20 Wfrinkles," ibid., 370.

-

21 "st. Un to the flames," ibid., 214..215.

-

22 "Easter Eve,· ibid •• 230.

-

23 "Two Easter Lilies." ibid., 26.5-266.

-

24 •• Lenten Thought." ibid_I 226.

12
a flood In the~trength of a rain-swollen torrent hath shriven her. n25 St.
Francis of Assisi must listen to the complaint of Brother Ass, his bod;r:
"Whate t er I do
Like Balaam you

Requite me with a blow,
As tor offence
To recompense
An ignominious toe.· 26
There is an intimate bond between the' departed and those of us who are lett
behind, says Father Tabbl
For spirits in e:tsernity-,
.t.s shadowa in the sun,
Reach backward into time, as .... '27
Like lifted clouds, reach on.

Apt as these tigures are, the.y do not represent Father Tabb's su-

preme achievement in the use ot the simile. This he attains in what
called the extended simile.

Here the tigure covers

"fIJIq

be

the entire poem. Sa.-

times the comparison is directlY' expressed sOllleWhat in the manner ot a Homeric

simile, at other times the figure is an implicit one.

·.ount Everest,·

"BUnd," and "De Protundis· are examples of the first type;28 "Deep unto Deep"
and "franetiguration," ot the second. 29

-

25 tlJlagdalen," ibid., 213-214.

-

26 ItBrother Ass and St. FranciS,· ibid., 217-218.

-

27 "!he Departed," ibid., 125.

-

28 Ibid., 367, 256, 205-206.

-

29 Ibid., 366, 223.

13
In ".ount Everest" the poet compares the snow-crowned top of the
mountain to the youths who walked unharmed in N,buchadneZl&.r' 8 fiel'7 tumaoel
.Aa in the tumace fared the holy feet,

Unblemished by the sevenfold fervor, so
Nearest the SUrl, cold-whitening in heat,
Is thine eternal chastity of snow.
His own blindness recalls to him the two guides ot the Israelites in the desert, a cloud by day and a pillar of tire by night, for him
• • • darkness wakens with the mom,
But dreams, of midnight slumber born,
Bring back the light.
In "De Prottmd1s" he contemplates the message ot the sea.

Even 1£ JI1ll1ons

1I"8re standing on the shore, the aea could impart to them no more than to his
listening heart J and he reflects t

So, long in silence sealed,
The Word Ineffable
1'0 Mary' a heart revealed
E'en all that God could tell.
"Deep unto Deep· compares the refiection ot the sky in limpid water to the

knowledge that is given to hearts through "the tide of mutual tears."

The

reflection of a cloud in its parent stream is the buic image ot "Transfiguration" ,

as the cloud reflects the tranquilllty ot heaven to the stre_,

so a JqStery of faith appears to the believing soul as
A cloud transfigured ot the light
In every tide or tears.
PersonUication also pl.qB an important part in Father Tabb , s
poetry. Again and again he identifies himself with some inanimate object and
thus gives it a personal.1ty.
plant's apparent aloofness,

"The Touch....Me-Not" explains the ,.ater)" of this

"The White Jessamine" pours out the tale of its

yearning to bloom and give joy to a ~ child;

"The Billows" identify them-

selves as the souls ot tribes that tell in the desert and

88

the offspring ot

Ishmael. 30 Perhaps the outstanding example of this first-person personification is "The Dews,".3~ strong4" reminiscent of Shelley's "The Cloud." Rain,
hail, and snow ·ftnd their"R1' lIin the track of

day,"

the dews declare, but

We drip through the niSht from the starlicis bright
In the sleeping bowers,
And deep in their breast is our pertumed rest
Through the darkened hours J
But again with the day ft are up and aw&'f
\lith our stolen dy"es,
To paint all the shrouds of the drifting clouds
In the eastern skies.
rrequent~ 'ather Tabb addresses inanimate objects.

He speaks to

the setting sUll,32 to the cloud that heralds the dawn,33 to the pilgrim violet
that come to Winter t s sepulchre eaoh year,.34 and to the bird he is releasing
trom captivity.)$ He loves to talk to the wind.

-Art thou the selts8ll.ll1l

wind,. he asks, .. that blew When I was but a boy?tt.36 He speaks to the breeze
that brings the tragrance of the rose to the ocean, and the tang of the sea

)0

-

Ibid., 21-22, ~, )6,.

.32

)1

Ibid.,

57-58.

-

"Westward," ibid., 241J "Finis,"

.3)

"Th,

Cloud," ~.,

,,-56.

J4 "To the Violet,tt ibid., $-6.

-

-

3, "Released,· ibid.,

36

146.

-

"To the Swmner 'find," ibid., 49.

249.

lS
to inland plac;s. 37 He reminds the gentle wind blcnring over him of its dread
power to work havoc on the earth. 38
As one 'WOuld expect, however, the ajority of Father TOOb's personi-

fications are in the third person. 1&a.nT of them are mere capital-letter
personitication.)9 Ot.hers, though they evoke no sense image, are a little
more vivid than the tirst-named group. 'beoause a metaphor is implicit in thea.
ft

40

So he .peaks of the -prophet Star, the aiden Dawn," and "lddond Twilight J
ot Joy and hi. sister, PeaoeJ41 and of the .tars, the warrior lovers ot the

morning-glories.42 Finally, there are personifications that evoke a definite
lense image. At the sound of the young tenor's voiee,
• • • silence seemed a listener
Q' erleaning with del1gbt
The slender moon, a finger-tip",)
Upon the portal of her lip. q.,;1
At Bethlehem. the angel seeking his God beholds
0' ershadowing Death,
A Mother'. hand above,
Swathing the limbs of Love. Lh

-

37 "The Breeze,· ibid.,

51.

39 ct. "Iee,"ibid., 62; nSoothsayer,~ 49-,0) ft~ and Night," 337,
"Conseeration,V-252-253;-wftivisited,· 147.

-

40 "S1gnala," ibid., 336.

-

41 "The ~tes," ibid., 145.

-

42 "Song of the Morning-Glories," ibid., 17.

-

43 "The Young Tenor,· ibid., 246-247.

44

"The Angelts Christmas Quest," ~., 200-201.

16
When the sun has set,
• • • the forsaken seaHer glance a tear
Wherein all depths of tenderness appear-45
looks back upon the forlorn poet on the shore.
Such, in brief, are the technical aspects of Father Tabb' s imagery.
So tar as the man himself is concerned, they testify to his keen observation
and emotional sensitivity, but they reveal nothing more.

It is in a study ot

the sources ot his imagery that the key to his personalit)" will be tound.

45

-

"Dejection," ibid.,

259-260.

CHAPrER III
NA.TURE IYAGES IN FA.THER '1'ABB

Nature was one of Father Tabbts most fruitful sources of imagery.
As he contemplated the visible world ·about him-the animal and plant king-

doms, the heavens in all their manifestations, majestic sea and bubbling
brook, mountain and valley and hill-he peopled his imagination with sights
and sounds that were to find new life and fresh beauty in his poems.
Birds and other Animals

Repeatedly Father '1'abb refers to the flight of birds.

He sings of

"the fettered pinions of desire,nl and of fancy rising "with radiant pinions
spread '1'0 heights of poesy.u2 He watches the swallow vanishing ·upon the
wings of thought,"3 and listens to night apeaking of noon, whose eye
Burns with a glance tbat sears the wings
or tender thought. Ii

1 ·St. Afra to the names, n The Poetry of Father '1'abb, ed. Francis
A. titz, New York, 1928, 214-215.
-

-

2 "The Rainbow," ibid., 61.
3 "The Swallow," ibid., 32-33.

4

-

"A Prelude of the Night," ibid., 83-85.

17

18
He dreada to ~ bome along on "vain ambition's vaunting wing,"' but he bids
the robin,
Oome, ere obUvion spfEid to me, flying
SWifter than thou1 6
Joy and Pain, Hope and Memory, are twin birds. 7 At times the wind "from a
shadeless wing" spreads famine and pestilence, but 1I'hen it is in gentler mood,
"fledged with odor, " it goes

wande~

amng the leaves. 8 In autumn., when

the awallon are speeding to warmer countries,
• • • leaves, alert to follow,
Are falling evel'7'fhere,
Like wounded birds, too
A distant clime to seek.

J8alc

At the Purification Mar,y, the mother-dove, offers herself and her
nestl1ngJ 10 and at the A8sUIIPtion her Son, the Pledgling, calls the motherdove ho•• ll fhe lark, outpouring fta rhapsody of love," is the symbol of
Father Tabb. s dead friend Sidney Lanier; 12 the nightingale is the mate of
Keata t a"deathles8 song."lJ These two birds, which "screened from sight-By

,

131.

"To the Wood-Robin," ibid.,

-

6 "Robin," ibid.,

37-38.

-

7 ftXilldee,n ibid., 34-3,; "The Pine-Tree," 27.
8 "The Wind," ibid., ,3-", "Forecast,- 293-294.
9 "October,· ibid., 89-90.
10 "fhe Purification," ibid., 213.

-

-

-

-

11 "The AasUJlption," ibid., 207.

-

12 "To Sidney Lanier," ibid., 261-262, cf. also ·SoUtude,· 283.

-

13 "Keats-Bappho," ibid., 263.

-
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voice alone p;evail," are the models of the poet, who ought to
• • • sing his song
As tar secluded from th~\. throng
As lark or nightingale •.14

The robin is an image of love; the petrel, of memory; the eagle, of the mind
of the poet pondering infinite love. 1.5

".A,

crowing, ouddling little Babe"

makes Father Tabb think of a chantioleer; 16 and the image of a swan oomes to
his mind when he sees a water-lily drifting along17 and hears Ophelia t s
dirge. 18
Horses, dogs, cows, sheep, and wolves are the only four-footed
animals that appear in Father Tabb' s images.
• • • from

many'

The winds are race horses that

a oloudy mane

Shake off the neat of gather;!.ng rain

And whioker with delight. 19

In Deoember, however, the "hungry winds" go whining
Like faithful hounds upon the track
one beloved that oames not baok. 20

or

The image of the dog takes on an original signifioanoe in the quatrain
I.

14

-

"Hidden, It ibid., 168-169.

-

1.5 "Robin," ibid., 131; "The Petrel," 287; "Repose," .310-311.

16 "tChantioleer'," ibid., 177.

-

-

17 "The Water-Lily, tt ibid., 9.

-

18 "Shakespeare I s Mourners," ibid., 279.

"Deoember," ibid., 3.37.

19 "Racers," ibid., .52.
20

-

20

entitled "Is !hy Servant a Dog?,,2l In answer to this Scriptural question,
the poet replies:
So lIlIl8t he be who in the crowded street,
Where shameless Sin and tlaunting Pleasure meet,
Amid the noisome tootprints tinda the sweet
Faint vestige ot ~ teet.
Deprived ot a loved one, the poet's heart "lows, wandering everywhere," like
the restless mother whose calt has

be~ taken trom her. 22 '!'he clouds, like

sheep, are scattered by the wind and then herded together again. 2.3 A DOurning mother confides her little lamb to the Lamb ot God, "Lest waking it
should bleat and pine tor me. n24 lhile a sail-boat lies at anchor in the
twilight, it dreams ot the gale '!'hat wolt-like o'er the waste deserted
leaps.,,25 '!'he winter sunset
Startles the wolfish winds that wilder f6°W
As hunger mocks their hOWling miseries.
'1'tro insects, the butterfq and the bee, complete the list ot ani-

mals that provided Father !abb with images.

He asks an April tlower:

"From

what chrysalis ot Silence hut thou come?,,27 He believes that during the dq

22 "Bereft,,1t ibid., 1.47.

21 Ibid., .347.

-

-

2.3 "The Wind," ibid., 5.3-55.

-

24 "Confided," ibid., 174.
25

"At Anchor," ibid., 287-288.

-

26 itA Winter Mlight," ibid., 284.

-

27 "An April Bloom," ibid., 16.

21
'" lie8
sleep, beelike,

• • • in the honeyed deep

or her favorite flowers,
Where the drowsy drops distil
Dreams, the ooming night to fill,
Or, to 800the the weary brainA
Sweet forgetfulness of pain. 20
S1m1lar~

his own thoughts

f~

to his absent friend

• •• as the bees
To find their favorite flower;
Then home, wit.h honeyed _mones
Of many a fragrant hour. 29

Flowers and leaves, trees, plants, and fields-these were faailiar
friends of Father Tabb.

lot

o~

did he write poems about t.hem, but he used

them as images to illumine his poetry.
He 8ees a olose connection between the flower8 ot earth and the
blo880ms ot the sky'.

In the twilight the moon appears as a "budding crescent"

that gron "t.o its full-blown splendor.,,30 .AI evening C0llle8 on,
• • • one timorous 8tar appear8,
Pale-budding as the earliest blos8om white
That C0Dle8 in winter'. livery bedight,
To hide the gift8 of genial spring she bring8.)1

-

28 "A Hiding-Place," ibid., 166-167.

-

29 "Love'8 aybla," ibid., 132.

-

)0 "The Rhyme ot the Rock," ibid., )18-321.

-

31 "Glimp8es," ibid., 285.

22
With the dawn,~the stars "that in the darkness bloom Wither in the llght."32
Dan i teel!, in another poem, is "the blossom ot the eastern skies •• 33 Since
torm is visible tone,
Behold, where in silence was drowned
The last tleeting echo or sound,
The ra1nbow--its bl08so~is tound. 34
Ot,her objects are symbolize.d by tlowers.
on "the never-tailing Tree
day by' day." 36

or

Each year is a blossom

Lite."35 On the sea "the toam-flowers blossom

When spring come., the wood-robin'. heart, "a bud or silence,

breaks To ecstasy ot song.")7 The bluebird is a stemless tlower into which
God breathed a song,38 and the buttertly is a
J.eatless, stemless, tloating tlower,
From a rainbow's scattered bower. 39
When morning awakes, her
• •• eyes are heavy with the balm ot night,
And as reluctant lilles to the llght,
'!'he languid lids ot lethargy unfold.Q,O

32 "11te's Gulf Stream,"

~.,

77.

33 "Mat1n-5ong,"~., 75.

-

34 "Vi8ible Sound," ibid., 158-159.
35 "The Birthday, It

36

-

~.,

127.

"'!'he Petrel," ibid., 267.

-

37 "To a \food-Robin," ibid., 329.

-

38 "The Bluebird," ibid., 46.
39 "The Butterfly," ibid.,

-

40 "Daybreak," ibid., 293.

34.

2.3
But 'When a child awakes, "sott as lil:y white, '!'he eyelids blossom with
delight ... 41 Outside ot God Himself, there is nothing so pure in heaven as
Vary, "'!'his lil:y-gleam

ot earth. "42

'!'he cheeks

ot the Babe Love are "Y'oung

apple-blossoms white, .. 4.3 and the mouth, toes, and tingers of little babT
brother are a bunoh of rosss. 44 The humble dandelion otters man a visual
history ot his life:
With locks of gold tO~J
Tomorrow.. silver gr81'J
Then blossom-bald. Behokg,
o man, thy' fortune told!
From the bubble man learns that both he and it were made bY' Love, and he
draws the conclusion,
lindred blossOlI'IS then are weTime-blooms on etern1tY'.46
Janta thoughts too are blossoms that spring up in the garden of his sou1. 47

Leaves have a special message for the soul.

Life is a lea! upon

the tree, on which the winda of birth and death blow. 48 Seen against the

-

41 "Destiny; tt ibid., .312-.314.

-

42 "The Annunoiation,· ibid., 210.

-

4.3 "Betrayed," ibid., 1.36-1.37.

44 "A

-

Bunch of Roses," ibid., 175.

-

45

"The Dandelion," ibid.; .325.

46

"The Sea Bubble,"

47

"Immortelles," ~., 182.

-

~., 1.34-1.35.

48 "Autumn Song," ibid., 242.
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twilight, a motionless leaf is a symbol of some crisis in life. 49 The
smallest prejudice may be a barrier to charity, just as
~tar

A leaf may hide the largest

Prom love'8 uplifted eye.;>O

Trees, plants, and fields are images of things natural and supernatural.

At the sound of the mocking-bird ts song, the soul, "like the saples

bough Of 80me long......nntered tree,"
JIar;y

fe~ls new life and leap8 heavenward.'l

i8 the tree 'Whose fruit proclaims her Mother of God.'2

a boon that even i f the heavens were "an overladen bough

or

Love i8 so great
ripened benedic-

tion," they could offer nothing to the soul thatknowe itself to be 10ved.'3
St. Ura, facing a arlyrls death, exclaim8:

"Life's vintage drop by drop

Fast fills the destined measure of 110" cup.",4 A mother, mourning the death
of her three-dq-old child, teU8 of the little onets Ufe, which only' 8he
ha8 known:

As the grape and the vine have we grown
Hour by hour, day by dq,
,
Flesh of flesh, blood of blood, bone of bone. '

49

ft.

-

CrisiS," ibid., 36,.

50 "Prejudice," ibid., 357.

-

51 "The Mocking-Bird," ibid., 35-36.

-

52 "The Tree," ibid., 213.

-

,3 "Content," ibid., 130-131.

54

-

"St. Atra to the Flame8," ibid., 214-21,.

-

55 nfo Her Three Dayst Child," ibid., 120.

'!'he song of the thrush falls upon the fledgling's brain
• • • as scattered grain,
!here to blossom tone t~~ tone
Into echoes ot his own./
Only the Maiden June with her sickle of a moon goes to reap fields
and to till the granary

ot Fancy

ot Sleep,57 but anyone Who haa eyes to see can

Behold, upon the tiel~ of night,
Far-scattered seeds ot golden light,
which will bear "the heaven-lull harvest,

dawn."'S

Celestial Bodies
Even more numerous than 'ather 1'abb t s images

things are those he drew from celestial bodies.

ot animals and growing

The sky itself, sun and moon

and stars, light and shadow, spoke to him ot the simplest and the most sub
truths of lite.
A baby', he says, "has no skies But Mother's eyes.·59

a childhood portrait of hi1ll8elf and notes
• • • Upon the eyes
No shadow; like the restful noonday aldes
!hey sanctify the teeming world be1ow. 60
He bids sleep bring with it dreaJltlJ,

56 "!he Dead Thrush,"

-

~.,

38-39.

,7 "The Reaper,· ibid., 93-94.
58 "Stars," ibid., 3J4.
59

"An Idolator," ibid., 179.

-

60 "The Portrait," ibid., 292.

He looks upon

26
~Still as in quiet stg!am8

The pictured sky.
When a soul is at the point of death, he notes that its loved ones on earth
and in heaven surro'Wld it, "Breathless as the blue above" in their eagerness
to know "Who shall win the prize ...62 The horizon-line reminds him. of death,
which "on time's horizon-line Shuts out eternitYJ,,63 it also speaks to hill
of the singular beauty of Mary, who On Christmas night seems to her divine
Child to be

!he one horizon never dim
With penitential tears. 64
A bird's nest is a "world beneath the motherts wing, Secure from
harm. ,,65 Oranges are
Orbs of autumnal beauty, • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
!he circle of three seggons compassing
In spheres of gold.
The sun is a symbol of faith, -.hose light surpasses that of reason. 67 Newman's love for American converts is a light which, Tabb hopes, may flow

-

61 "Invocation," ibid., 253-255.
62 "Suspense," ibid., 1)6.
63 "Illusion," ibid., 134.

64 "Christmas," ibid., 199.
65

"In

66

"Epiphany," ibid., 224.

67

"In., Orange-Grove," ibid., 24.
the Nest," ibid., 43.

-

27
"westward as the sunshine to our land. 1I68 The beautif'ully' oolored walls of'
a sea-shell are "sunset skiea, ft6 9 but sunset is also an image of'death. 70 As
the sun -through cloudless ether swims" even while it "Bedtms the moon's distorted f'ace," so spiritual graces
him an eclipse.

~

cast over man a shadow that seems to

n

Favorite among Father Tabb I III images are those of' stars.

The siren

stream addresses the outcast as an "erring star."72 To a widowed f'ather, his
child is a "pale star" appearing "In cheerless night.- 7)

In the eye of' a

friend, love glistens lias a beacon-star. n74 Indeed, 'ather Tabbls dearest
friend, Sidney Lanier, is himaelf a star with whom he pleads I
Star of' my life.. pale planet, far removed,
Ob, be thou, when the twilight deepens, nearl
Set in my soul thine image undisproved
:By' .death and darkness, till the morning clear
Behold me in the presence I have loved,
Jq beacon here, my bliss eternal there!75
The destiny' of Keats is starlike,76 and the poetls own unutterable dream is

-

68 "To His Eminenee Cardinal Newman," ibid., 279-280.

-

69 "Shell-Tints," ibid., 66-67.

-

70 "Westward," ibid., 241.

-

71 "Eclipse," ibid., 185-166.

-

72 "The Siren Stream to the outcast," ibid., 68-69.

-

7) "lly Guide," ibid., )05-306.

-

74 "Lindenwood," ibid., 315-316.

-

-

75 fiAt Anchor," ibid., 287-288. of'. "}Iy Star," 260.

-

76 "At Keats's Orave," ibid., 298.

28
"like a star ~at in the moming glance Shrinks, as a f'olding blossom, f'rom
the sight._ 77

at Sappho, the Greek poet, Tabb sings:
.& light upon the headland, fJ.am:ing f'ar,
We see thee 0' er the widening waves of' time,
Impassioned as a palpitating star
Big with prophetic destiny sublime.

but af'ter one momentary burst of' song,
We wait, alasl in tedious vigils long,
The meteor-gleam that cometh not againJ 78

Most beautiful of' a 11 stars is Mary, who hid her own splendor in Christ t s
Ught at the Nativity and who
Abides--a widowed satell1te-alone
On tearful Calvary. 79
Birds and flowers too are symbolized by stars.
to the poet
A rhapsody ot light,
As star to star gives utterance
Between the day and night. 60

A night warbler oonfesses:
Perchanoe •

warbUM trom afar

Appears a star Jl

-

-

77 "Unuttered," ibid., 282.

-

78 ·Sappho," ibid.,

264-26~.

-

79 "Stabat llatar," ibid., .34.3.

34-35.
nIn Shadow," ibid., 44.

80 "Killdee," ibid.,
81

-

The err of' the kil1dee comes

29
The jessamine is a star .flower. 82 M night dews drip .. from the starlids
bright" of sleeping fiowers; 83

and during the day, flowers,

Like stars that in the waves below
With heaven's retlected splendor glow,

• • shadows
• • • • of
• •a •fairer
• • • light.
• • • 84- • • •
Are
Light and shadow are images of life and death, joy and pain, grace
and guilt, mother and child, and of the lark and .neeting friends and silent
pra;rerse When sunshine niled on the poet and of his image "wrought a shade,"
she taught him that
• • • neath is but a tenderness,
A. Shadow, that unclouded love
Hath fashioned in its own @ce88
Of radiance trom above. ts5
Cleopatra addresses death as the "regal shade" upon 'Whose bosom deep her
heart is laid. 86 To a loved one death came It As shadows to the evening.
hills. H87 The souls of the departed
AI shadon in the

Sul'l,

Reach backward into time, as we '86
Like lifted clouds, reach on.

-

82 "Star-Jes8amine," ibid.,

-

4.

83 "'!'he Dews, It ibid., 57-58.

-

84

"Reflection," ibid., 325.

85

"~

the

Photograph," ibid., 122.

86 "Cleopatra to

-

-

A.sp," ibid.,

87 "Unmoored,- ibid., 289-290.

-

88 "The Departed," ibid., 125.

12.3-124.

)0

J01 and Pain
Like shadows parted by the SU'll
At twilight meet againl89

)fagdalen~ 8 shame is a shadow' in which
Whatever darkness

may

Christ reverences His Vother' s name. 90

surround a soul because of' its sin, the soul must con-

tesS:
'Tis not, 0 Lord, of' Thee.
The light 1s 'l'hine alone ~l
The shadows, all '1It:f own.

It realiBes too
. !hat larger lights above it thr~2
!hese shadowa in the vale below.
A mother and her young child are
.As light unto shadow - - •
Iach in the other approved,
two in one, and in God one in three. 93

The lark is itA shadow kindling -with
and bea'V'enl\Y song one. 94

friend

the sun," whose ecstatic song makes light

In the fleeting f'orm of' a shadow'l'abb sees the

of' fortune I
p

89

90

"nUdee," .!2!!!-.. 34-35.
"lIar,y.. the Sinner.. " ibid. t

211 ..

-

219.

-

9l "Tenebrae," ibid... 353.
92 "Deus Abeconditua,"

93 "To H&r Three

94

1t1'he

Lark,·

~.,

-

Days t Child, It ibid ... 120.

-

ibid., 329.

31
1:n flattering light thy constancy is sh~·
In darlme8s thou wilt leave me all alone. ~
Finally, prayers that come to the fame of silence wait "shadow-like, with
rolded wings, In reverence apart," till time brings "Release trom prisoned
tbougbt.,,96
Seasons ,and Weather
Closely allied to Father rabb's images drawn trom celestial bodies
are those taken from the se&lons and the _ather.

Under this heading are in-

cluded images tram the seasons themselves, from dq and night, trom dew,
clouds, fog, rain, lightning, and rainbows.
!he e_ralds in a. carcanet are
A JlSDlOl',Y' or spring between

This frost of whiter pearls than snow. 97
)(omenta

of time come to man "Like the manna, muh as snow.,,98 At datm night

vanishes "suddenly as April snow. n99 Throughout the winter months,
When snow, like silence visible,

Hath hushed the sUJlllD8r bird,
the voice ot the snow-bird, "a never-fro.en rill Of' _lody, is heard" J but

352.
-Pilgrims," ibid., 169-170.

9$ "The Shadow," ibid.,
96

-

-

97 Ai Carcanet," ibid., 138-139.

-

98 "Moments," ibid., 138.

-

99 "!be Foundling," ibid., 72.

32
when spring co;'., his voice is mute and he vanishel sudden~"l1ke snow. nlOO
on~-begotten

As mom. i. the

ot night, so

Atter a God, no room 101
'or man in Mary's womb.
Day and night are symbo18

ot hope and woe,102 ot love and reaaon,103 and ot

the lite and death of famous people, Whose
• • • noonday never knows
What names immortal are;
'fis night alone that shows

How star surpas.eth star. 104

Death, "the night ot lite t 1 laborious day, If is such a treasure that even God
lay "Within its shadon."105

The night of blindness, 'ather 'rabb holds,

dwelt with tilton because his poetic vision

1fU

so ta1r. 106 Of the night ot

his own blindness or of desolation of soul he sings in the quatrain ItProximitT' I
The day il nearer to the night
Than to another da;yJ

It closer to the Living

Ligi~"

In darkness let .. stq.

-

I

100 "The Snow-Bird," ibid., 36-37.

-

101 "Unigenitus," ibid.,

-

344.

102 "Augur,y," ibid., 121.

-

103 "All in All," ibid., 221.

104
lOS

"Fame,"

ibid., 364.
"neath, ibid.. 363.
It

-

3'S.

106 "Kilton," ibid., 347.

-

107 Ibid.,

))

Dawn; which proclaims the promise of immortality true,108 brings
with it the dew, one of Father Tabb's best-loved sources of imagery'.

For as

the sky' is reflected in every' dewdrop, so God' s tendemess and love shine
forth in wery tear .109 The eyes of the babe Love are "twin dewdrops· that
take "the Ught

or noonday's perfect blue. tlllO

The poet knows that the

flowers dreamed of his loved one
And hailed the morning with regret,
'or all their faces with thelif'
or vanished joy were wet.
Indeed, his loved one is to him "What to the night its stars, it. heave~

dEnr." 112

fabb f s own heart holds the image of his dead friend Lanier as "the

dewdrop holds the star the long night through.tlll) But the most perfect of
all dewdrops is

Mar.r Immaculate,

A. dewdrop of the darkness born,
Wherein no shadow 11e•• 114

Clouds speak to the poet ot the soul. and sin and the troubles of
Ufe.

His soul, l1lce the cloud, possesses no beauty in itself'J without the

-ibid., 13S.
ibid., 136-137.

108 "Immortality," ibid., 180.

109 "All in All,·
110 "Betrayed, It

-

Ul "Intimations," ~.J

153-154.

ll2 "Solitude,· ibid., 283.
11)

114

ibid., 260.
nThe Immaculate Conception," ibid.,

"Mf Star,"

-

..,

light of heaven, it is but Ita vapor foul, '!'he veil of nothingness.ttllS Amid
fta cloud of all-pervading sin," silence abides, "The voice of love's unutterable word. all6 Souls in mortal sin are "Clouds without rain.,,1l7

In 8V8l"7

human life, griefs come and go, for

Life 1s but a passing cloud
1Ibence the rain is falling.US
To lI08t human beings mist and fog are gloOll.f thingS, to Father Tabb
they are symbols ot so_ ot the loveliest things in nature.

The hUmming-bird

is "A mist ot rainbow hues." 119 The voice ot the dove 18 "A ttmeful mist
above a silent sea.,,120 Spring, wooed by her lorc:iq lover, June,
• • • arunrera not J but, like a mst
Oterbrimmed and tremulous wi tb light,
In sudden tears she DrSMS
Betore his Sight.

The dews tell how through the night they drip "still as the tog in the dismal bog.,,122

Not even rain see_ dismal to the poet.

us

-

"'rhe Cloud," ibid.,

-

55-56.

116 "Silence," ibid., 281-282.

-

117 "The Bridge," ibid., 111-1l2.

-

118 "Griet-Bong," ibid., 110.

-

119

-'!'he Humming-Bird," ibid., 36.

120

"'the Dove," ibid., 45-46.

Dews,"
-

-

121 "'!'he Tl"7It ot Spring," ibid., 87-88.
122 "The

ibid., 57-58.

'rears, "rain-drops ot the

35
heart, n arise from both joy and sorrow. 123 The song ot the thrush, ItLike
April rain,

or

Dd..at and sunshine mingled," JIOves

~er hill

and plain. 124 The

joyous song ot the wood-robin brings delight to the woodlands "As when
through slanting Slm descends the quickening shower."125

After the rain

CODleS

the rainbow. Again it is Mary Immaculate to

whom Father Tabb applies this image. . She is
A rainbow beauty p&ssion-tree'126
Wherewith was veiled Divinity.

OnlJ

a few of Father Tabb' s images are drawn from storms.

The lite

of a reprobate woman 18 to h1m a ttstonv day.w127 The "thunders of an edict"
burst, and soon the hurr1cane of a Christian persecution rages. 128 But even.
a storm is not altogether terrifying to the poet, who sees in the hWlRingbird "A

nash ot

harmless lightning.u129
Land and ifater

Elements t

Less numerous than the images considered lmtil now are those drawn
trom land and water in general.

Yet they too betrq the sensitive soul of

123 "'olmtain-Heads,"~., 111.

-

124 "Overflow," ibid., 40.

-

125 "To the Wood-Robin," ibid., 37-38.

-

126 tiThe Immaculate Conoeption," ibid., 204-205.
127

-

ROiulio," ibid., 306-307.

-

128 "The Boy Bishop," ibid., 299-300.

the poet.
Dreams, Father tabb tells us, like to
Pause in their migratory flight
This side the oontinent of night
to rest in noonday' nooks "till the shade Of sleep the solitude invade.,,130
The babe born on Hew Year t • eve crosses the desert with the lfew Year and arrives at the land of JI.q'.

But when the babe 'Wishes to rest, the year insists

that they must go onward
'l'brough the Vale of Autumn sere
To the Mount of Snow.131

Lite without a loved one is a desert,132 and souls in mortal sin are ·Sands
in a desert th1rst. nlJ3
.As Father tabb looks upon an ancient lute" eager to draw forth its

inspired muaio, reverenoe stays his hand "upon the brink of sound. tr134 Wind
flann, halt-visible "breeses blossom-dr.st," remind him of whispers, which
"tor a moment rest Upon the brink of sound.,,135 fo attain its summit, joy
:raust walk "near the brink of pain."lJ6 Death is a chasm, and no one knowa

130

"Harbors,·

- Babe,"

ibid., 155.

131 "The lfew-Year

-

-

ibid., 175-176.

132 "Solitude," ibid., 283.

"To an Ancient Lute," ibid., 301-302.

1)3 "!he Bridge," ibid., 111-112 ..

134

-144.

-

135 "Wind Flowers," ibid., 328.

-

1)6 "Hazard," ibid.,
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"How near the brink he goes. n137 The poet's dream, waiting to be uttered,
has often paused "upon the brink of twilight chill. nlJ8
'Midnight is "the dusky slope of noon" dawn which June, the maiden
reaper, goes with her "siokle of a moon. n139 A.t dawn
• • • the dead. volcano Night
In silence cold
Throbs J and the pri80ned lava, long controlled,
Bursts forth in molten goldA. torrent mightier mightier far. than rolled
From Aetna or Vesuvius of old.~O
So inaignif'icant and trail a thing as a bubble is for Father Tabb
an image of tremendous truths.

A

~

babe is a bubble bearing all heaven

unaull1ed in its heart. 14l Man is
A bubble on the bosom ot the sea,
Itself a bubble in the bound of space. 142
Godts "beaut)" tills each bubble-dome Upon the waters wide;" may it likewise,
the poet prays, abide in his own bosom.143
Fountains, streams, and rivers provided Father Tabb with images
that have captured some of the liquid music of their sources.

-

137 "the Precipice," ibid., 368.

-

282.

138

"Unuttered," ibid.,

139

"the Reaper,· ibid.,

Babe,"

93-94.

140 8The Dawn-Burst," ibid., 74-7'.
141 "To a

n.y1ng

-

142 ttAdr1£t," ibid.,
143

ft

-

At Sea, It ibid.,

3,3.

ibid.,

342.

349.

At dawn, he

38
says, the music'" of the stars grows faint and is heard on~ in the song of
some bird,
Whose heart, a fountain of the light,
Prolongs the limpid strain
Till on the borderland of_night
'1'he stare begin again. 144
The earliest birds of spring

Seem, fountain-like, to everflow [sic]
'lith music melted from the snow';'I2i5
!he poet's soul drinks in the midnight melody' of the mocldng-bird Itu from a
fountain strong.,,146 En_ored of the song of the hermit thrush, that sings

"as from a fountain," the poet bids it
In tlame or torrent sweeP. through lite along
O'er griet and wrong.J.47
!he "liquid melodT' ot the wood-robin leaps -along !he duslq dell,n148 and
the voice of the snow-bird is "a never-frozen rill Of melod)".,,149 In solitude, ttJhft none but God is listening," the poet must sing to himself',
Like as a brook, that all night long
Sings, as at noon, a bubble-agng
'1'0 sleep's unheeding ear .150
.u

-

144 "latins," ibid., 47.

-

145 "Preoursors," ibid., 42-43.

-

146 "The Mocking-Bird," ibid., 35-36.

-

147 "OVerflow," ibid., 40.

-

148 "To the Wood-Robin," ibid., 37-38.

-

149 "'1'he Snow-Bird," ibid., )6.

-

150 "In Solitude," ibid., 168.

39

...

to the blossom begging a bit of moisture, the dewdrop laments,
ot Sleep
Hencetorth between us li88. 151

The gulf impassable

When "the stream

ot night" subsides, it leaves

'2

"agleam Beneath the noonday' skies. nl

a beauteous vision

It i. a blessed thing "To die in

sleep-to dritt tram dream to dream Along the banks ot slumberlt until the
stream bears the soul into etemit)'".1,) The violet 1s a sacrament binding
together time and eternit)'", things seen and unseenJ and 80, the poet muses,
with its
• • • warted breath

~~r:=e~oe:uc ot Death. 154
The river 1s a symbol ot lite and love, and ot the life-giving sap

at a tree. "Like the strong tide below" the bridge, lite surges along
above .15, Just

88

tributaries do not realise that they are destined to be-

come one with the sea, so the Mends whom Ood t s love has led to the poet did
not know their destiny "'fill heart was wedded unto heart."l56 The grain in
'WOod reveals Itthe way the sap-river ran From the root to the top

-

151 "The Suppliant," ibid., 12.

-

152 "the Sleeping Beauty, It ibid., 1.64.

-

153 "Unmoored," ibid., 289-290.
154 "To

1,5 "The

-

the Violet," ibid.,

-

Bridge," ibid.,

5-6.

1ll-112.

156 "Tributaries," ibid., 141.

at the

40
tree. tt157
The cataract, the torrent, and the fiood complete the list

Father Tabb' s images drawn trom water in general.

ot

Contemplating Niagara, be

re.flects:
Where echo ne' er hath tOtmd
A tooting on thS steep,
Descends, without a soundi~o
The cataract of' sleep. ;;7U

Jar.Y Magdalene spills "the torrent ot her tresses" at Christ's teet. 159 Her
griet is "like a flood In the strength of' a rain-awol1en torrent.,,160 At
midnight
A flood of' darkness overwhelms the land;
And all that God had planned,
Of' loveliness benellt.h the n o 9 skies"
A. dream 0 t ershadowed lies.
'!'he Sea

Sea images play such an important role in Father Tabb' s poetry that
they l1lt18t be considered apart from water imagery in general.

In all nature

he f'inda no other symbol as rich as the sea itself', with its vastness and
profundity.

It is an image of both sound and silenc., of' time and eternity,

157 ""ood-Grain," ~.,

28-29.

-

158 "Niagara," ibid., 98.

-

159 "Stilling the Tempest," ibid., )62.

-

160 "Magdalen," ibid., 213-214.

-

161 "Midnight," ibid., 16).

41
'"
or love and friendship,
of sky' and light and midnight darkness, and of other

thingS besides.
Beethoven, Tabb writes in a passage that combines the Scriptural
image of Moses' uplifted rod with a nature image, "made the surging sea of
tone Subservient to his rod." 162 The shell, exiled from its home in the sea,
is sundered

b7 silence, fta deeper sea," from all but its 'U:>ther's JIlOan. tt163

Silence is indeed

ot all sound
Their streams incessant pour,
But whence no tide ret~, e'er hath found
An echo on the shore.l.64·

A sea wherein the rivers

In the hour

at death the sea of life recedes wave

by wave trom the

11mbs of the dying person, and drills into the everlasting sea of etern1tY'.16'
Again, when someone dies, death flings another pebble

Into the midmost sea,
1'0 leave of We ~~ever-widening ring
Upon EternitY'.lb6
Oonsequently, though

~

traces of a vanished race are lett on "the isle of

time," ;ret on the sea of eternitY', 1fh1ch surrounds time, no vestige can be
found. 167

ibid., 171.

162 "Beethoven and Angelo," ibid.,
163 "The Shell, It

-

"In Extremis," ibid., 250.

164 ·Silence," ibid., 364.

16,

-

-

J.66 "A Stonels Throw," ibid., 3,7.

-

167 "Vestiges," ibid., )66.

348.
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Love~is a "tideless depth n166 and a friend, the poet's other self,
is to him tt as is the sea Unto the shell: tt

a lite whereot he breathes, a love

wherein he dnl18 .169
A thousand ships cut through the waves

ot the sea, but no mariner

has ever steered athwart the "tranquil tide" ot the sky.170\ Calm in her
serenity, night never heeds
A prophecy ot doom
To drown her stars in l igh
.&.a fathomless as gloom. t71.

To a sleepless person, midnight se_ "An ashen sea. tt172 Sleep itself is a
sea, and the sleepless person itA desert iele unsolaced by the sea. n173 Sleep
identities itself

aa

"Foam trom the fragrant deep

ot silence, hither blown
Prom the hushed waves ot tone. ,,174

The grown man dwells "Beside a sea ot memories In solitude," and on
the torsaken shore he tinds "no murmuring sheU.tt1

-

166 "The Dove," ibid., 4,-.46.

-

169 "Alter Ego," ibid., )61.

-

170 "A Sigh at the Sea," ibid., 6,-66.

-

171 "Security," ibid., 80-81.

-

172 "Sundered," ibid., 251.

-

173 "Sleeplessness," ibid., 3,5.
174 "Sleep," ibid., 360.

-

-

175 "fo the Summer Wind," ibid., 49.

7'

The poet's wild desires,

43
his unuttered -;'ongs, are nas the troubled main That slumbers not."176 In a
dream

the poet hears the voioe of a young tenor; he wakes to find that the

melody has
.. .. • crossed the slumber bar
And out upon the open sea
ot consciousness afar
Swept onward with a tainter strain
As echoing the dream again. 77
Like the sea itself', tides, waves, and shore symbolize things seen

and unseen, natural and supematural.
What is the relationship between eternity and the briet lite of man?
As the stones against which the tidal roll breaks, endow the sea with the

gift of speeoh, so the human soul, abiding "in the way Ot tides eternal," bestows the gift of !ree utterance upon the 1tpr18oned thought" of God' 8 love .178
The poet's l.amp "steDl8 the darkened tide" of night, "That tloods the
outer prospect.wl79 The star, enamored ot a sleeping child, longs tor
A seraph-tone--to sweep

In throbbing syllables adown
The tide ot sleep
and make the child smile upon it. 1SO The cradle song a mother sings to her
babe is no idle

~,

tor, like the ocean's tid.,

ibid., 275-276.
"The Young Tenor," ibid., 246-247.

176 "To ~
177

Lamp,"

-

"To MY Lamp," ibid., 275-276.

178 WAn Interpreter," ibid., 142-143.
179

-

-

180 UDeatill)", " ibid., 312-314 ..
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In the heart 'twill ebb and flow
All the life-long ~.181

Deprived of love, man lives in pain
Till love.. the truanj:8iide,
Comes back again.
The sap of trees

••• ebbs and flon unseenJ
nooding the earth-a fragrant tidal waveWith mists of deepening green. 18.3
Under the influence of :l.nspiration, the poet fahiona his own "image in the
tide of thought •• l84
Keats's epitaph, "Here lies one whose name is writ in water," is a
most fitting one, tor_ like lRlVes, his poems run
How crested proud in tidal majest7,
How tranquil as the tYilight reverie
Of some dim lake the white moon loo~ upon
While teems the world with silence. S
In solitude, the poet recalls, his mind was swept along

rar out of space and period, where :ret of time 186
No wave had drifted to disturb the depth sublime.
"Night' 8 dre8ll\Y waves of sympath;r" overflow to soothe the pain of the mourning

"At the Ebb-Tide," ibid., 140.
"Sap," ibid., 360.
"NarcissUl," ibid., 168.

181 "A Cradle-Song," ibid., 17.3.
182
18.3
184

-

-

16S "Keats," ibid., 281.
186 "Repose," ibid., 310-311.

45
doVe. 187 In a'" hospital, each prisoner ot pain "Heaves through the billowed
agonies ot night" as he listens to the song of the hospital bird. la8

!he passion in llagdalen". heart is a "troubled wave" that is calmed
by the Ilaater's word. 189 She herself is a "sobbing wave, above her tellon
blest," in that she alone caressed the teet of her God. l90 Like the wave,
which is not satisfied with all its sea-born libert,. but must duh itself
against some promontory, so the hW'll8Xl heart, "of all compulsion tree," is
·Self-driven to the Rock, its barrier, Christ. n191 The soul of the poet is
the strand to which the tidal roll ot inspiration non J when it departs, his
soul is stnnm "with silence, as with sand.,,192
Hot only the Bea itself but ships and sailing also provide Father
'l'abb with images.

Fancy is to him

A boat unmoored, wherein a dreamer lies,

The slumberous waves low-lisping of a land
Where love, forever with unclouded eyea,
19)
Goas, wed 111th wandering Dl'WIic, hand in hand.

At 1Id.d-<la.y', the moon, "a phantom sail," travels slowly westward across the

-

187 "The Dove," ibid., 45-46.

"stilling the Tempest," ibid., 362.
"an Sea and Land," ibid., )hl.
"The Promontory," ibid., )h0.

188 "The Hospital. Bird," ibid., 47-48.
189
190
191

-

-

192 "Inspiration," ibid., 182.

-

19) "Fancy," ibid., 364.

46

1~.194 Spring i. a vessel "in festival arr~," that comes "floating ofer
the main;" autum is the same vessel, which "with banners brave and bright,,"
dri.t"ts away again. 19'

Each flower of spring is Ita fragrant b10.so....a11" that

comes dri.t"ting "before the wintry gale Across the sea of night. n196 Iven tbe
laSt dead autum lear is a vessel that slips its cable and goes tram its
moorings when the first snow falls .19? Floating clouds seem like unplloted
'9'esse18,198 and the image of a .tar reflected in the sea is "a seeming .nchor
frall. u199

-

194 "The lfid-Dq Moon," ibid., 333.

-

19, "'!'he Voyagers, II ibid.. 86-87.

"The First Snow-Fall," ibid•• 99.

196 "From the Underground, 'It ibid., 12-13.
197

-

198 "Wai ting, "ibid., 141-142.

-

199 "At Anchor," ibid., 287-288.

CHAP'fER IV
RELIGIOUS IMAGES IN FATHER TABB

The basis of Father Tabbls nature imager,y was a keen and sympathetic
sense perception.

His religious

imag~ry

proceeded from a more profound per-

ception, bis insight into things of the spirit.
wellsprings ot Catholic truth.

He had drunk deep at the

Indeed, religion had become so much a part. of

his veI"y' being that he spoke ot God and the things ot God as naturally as
other men speak of their business and their families.

Small wonder, then,

that his poems abound with images drawn from the SCriptures, trom doctrine,
liturgy, and the sacraments, and from other religious sources.

Metaphors and

similes occur in great numbers, but more otten his religious images take the
form ot allUSions, which by their very unobtrusiveness give his poetI"y' a depth
and richness UlUJurpulJed by that ot any other American poet ot his day.
The Old

Testa~t

Though Father Tabb used his religious images spontaneously, without
thought of chronological order, an intensive stuctr of bis imagery reveals a
sequence that is anazing.

By means of his ilIages he traverses the length and

breadth of sacred history, from the dawn of the first creation to the noonday
of mants second creation in Christ, and thence thx-ough the twilight ot faith
and the night of death to the dawn of eternity's bliss.

47

It seema nse,

48
therefore, to consider his Scriptural images in their chronological order.
"Night is the elder child of God," for darkness hovered over the
face of the deep before light was made; and 80 it is that
Hi8 brooding 8pirit mild, as ere
The light was wrought,
still for its wonted rest ret~
'1'0 her dark-sheltered breast.
The Spirit breathes, and as in the beginning the sea brought forth the land,

so

Mar.1

brings forth Christ,
Out of whose wounded 8ide
All lite is satisfied. 2

At the end of the 8ix days, God found His oreation very good.

"So be it,"

Father 'rabb writes in a birthday wish to a friend,
• • • when-thy garden done,
And all thy' labors one by one

Reoorded-through the'twilight dim
He oome8 to bid thee walk with Him
Into a vaster 80litude,
fhou too behold it very good!';
In the eternal Paradise, the blessed
knowledge, "Time-ripened love."

~

enjoy the fruit ot the tree of

Here angels guard the gates, yet

• • • not with sword ot flame,
But fragrant breathings ot the ho~ Name,
'that never more an atter-thought of sin
lIaiY enter in. 4.

1

ttA Prelude ot Night,"

Lits, New York,

!h! Poetq 2! Father 'rabb,

1928, 83-85.

-

2 "Siout in Principia," ibid.,

-

:3 "'the Birthdq'," ibid., 127.

-

4 "Beatitude," ibid., 224-225.

115.

ed. Francia A.
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Winter is another Adam, trom ..mose sleeping side Nature fashions
the snowdrop, Ifa bride As fair as Eden's nower.',5 L:Lke Adam after the fall,
man rebom to grace can says

ttThe woman gave, and I did eat. t1

But the woman

now is the new Eve, Mary, who gave man the fruit of her womb, Jesus:
She took and ate, and I did eat,
And saved alike are .. J
God sa1th,
.
So d1eth death. 6
At sunset on Christmas Eve
Once IIOre upon the western skies
'the flaming sword appears,
And Eve again from paradise
Departs in twilight tears. 7
Milton's poetic vision is so fair that physical blindness is his lot, "lest
the light, A flaming sword" betore his eyes, should shut him out £rom Paradise. 8
hom the story of the creati~d the tall ot an,

'ather Tabb

moves on in his imagery to the aftermath of the deluge. What is the secret
of the

love~

colors in the "sunset skies" of the sea-ehel1, "Whioh l q deep

dawn in the penal waters when God set His rainbow in the sq? The shell replies.
• • .. when the baw was banded,
Hope, that hung it in the sky,

,

-Van,"

"!he Snowdrop," ibid., 32,.

6 "'the Song of the

ib id., 2.3243.3.

-

7 "Christmas Eves Sunset," ibid., 198.

-

8 uMilton,· ibid.,

347.
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Down into the deep descended
Where the starless shadows lie;
And with tender touch ot glo17
Traced in liv1ngjllnes of love,
On • lowly walls, the sto17
Written in the heavens above. 9

The first swallow of spring is
A slanting arrow sent
From 70n fair-tinted bow,
In promise bent)
it hovers over the earth

88

once the dove, tithe gentle bird ot love Poised

her white wing the new-born land above. ftlO Sleep is a tender gift ot Intinite Love,
Sent, &8 the holy dove
O'er watera wild;
11
The one rema:in1ng joy of Eden undefiled.
Columbus 18 the Christ-bearer whom God sent trom the crowded ark ot Europe

• • • like the dove,
'1'0 find, o'er sundering watersliark,
Hew lands tor conquering love.
Swiftly' Father Tabb passes on to one

ot his favon te passages in

SCripture, the sto17 ot Sarah and Hagar and Ishmael.

Dq, the fair handmaid

Hagar, has been banished by' her rival, Night J the stare are Sarah's progell1',
and Hagar's, "sands beside the sea.· l3 Again,

8.8

-

9 "Shell-Tints," ibid., 66-67.
10 "The Swallow," ibid., 32-33.

11 "Invocation," ~., 253-2$.

-

12 "Christopher Columbus,· ibid., 265.

-

13 "Benighted," ibid., 116.

Hagar, driven into the

r-__--------------------------~
51
desert, watched her Ishmael languish, so
Each Hagar month beholds her waning moon
Upon the desert night,
Like Ishmael, a famished wanderer, swoon
From darkness into light. 14
In still another poem billows proclaim themselves
W1nd-scattered seed of Isllmael
Upon the sterile 841•• 15
Jacob t 8 dream at Bethel and his struggle with the angel provide
Father Tabb with his next group of Biblical images.

In the world of nature,

the sunbeam is ft! ladder from the land of light" that rests on the earth,
Whence dewy angels of the ~ht
Climb back again to Ood.
In the world

ot the spirit, the earth's lite-giving power is a ladder that

enables man to attain the vision of heaven. 17 The poet himself 1s another

Jacob wrestling with the ·Spirit of the Night That keeps the keys of Slumber." When dawn breaks and the angel pleads tor release, the poet demands
and receives his benediction--sleep.18
!.he stor" of Joseph bound and sold 1s Father rabb's final source of
imager" from Genesis.

Conscience is, he declares,

-

14 "Renewal," ibid., 334.
15 "'the Mllon, t. ibid., 365.

-

-

16 l1the Sunbeam," ibid., 331.

-

17 "The Lite-Oiver,· ib1~J 223-224.

-

18 "The Agony," ibid., 285-286.

• • • that Joseph bound
And sold in vain;
From dungeon darkness found
To rise again;
At God t s right hand, whate' er ot good red01md,
His sole vicegerent crowned. 19
The history ot the Israelites' departure from Egypt and of their
80journ in the desert offers Father T,abb some of his finest images.

Moses remove his shoes because he was standing on

ho~

God bade

groundJ in like man-

ner, Silence is forever pressing her finger-tip on her lip
To remind the Pilgrim Sound
That it moves on holy ground,
In a breathing-space to
Hushed for all eternity_

ia

Only' the dwelllngs of the Israelites in Egypt warded off the avenging hand

of God's angel on that fateful night when the first-born were slain; so at
midnight, when "A flood of darkness overwhelms the land," shutting out all
the loveliness God had planned at noonday,
Amid the un!venal darkness deep,
Only' the Isles of Sleep
can "stem the night_ n2l In his blindness Father Tabb, like the Israelites in
the desert, has for his guides a cloud by day and a tire by night, for, he
explains:
• _ • darkness wakens with the morn,
:But dreams I of midnight slumber born,
Bring back the 1.1ght. 22

-

19 ·Conscience," ibid., 221-222.

-

20 "To Silence,· ibid., 172.

-

21 "lI1dn1ght," ibid., 163.

-

22 "Blind," ibid., 258.

Like Moses, whose uplifted rod caused the waters of the Red Sea to

part, Beethoven "made the surging sea of tone Subservient to his rod. lf23

As

the waters receded, the Israelites triumphantl¥ walked through the seaJ when
the goldenrod lifts her start,
The autu:mns journeys on, nor tearl.
The winterts threatening tide.~

Manna, the

~terious,

all-sufficient food with which God red His

chosen people in the desert, is a symbol of time, which comes to man moment
by'moment,
Each sufticient for the needs
or the multitude it reeds;
One to all, and all to one,
Superfluity to none,
Ever qy1ng but to give
Life 'Whereon alone we live. 2S
Deprived of a loved one by" death, the poet goes to his own heart to teed upon
the hidden manna of memories, which he and his departed friend had gathered
day by dq as it fell from heaven,

To be, if haply one were gone,
The bread tor both to feed upon. 26

In the first commandment, God forbade the Israelites and all men to
make unto themselves

an::r

"graven image."

-

Yet for the sake of tallen man, made

23 "Beethoven and Angelo," ibid.,

-

24

"Golden-Rod," ibid., 10.

2,

"Moments," ibid., 136.

26

"Memory," ibid.,

-

-

156.

348.
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according to His own image, did God H1meel.f consent to die. 27 As the light
of God still sun-ounded the face of Moses when he cam down from the mountain
with the tables of the law, so the splendor of an exile's native skies lives
on, unbanished from his eyes.28 Because of their murmuring, ~ of the
Israelites were doomed to die during their forty years ot wandering in the
desert, the billow declare that they' are the "wandering souls" of these
tribes. 29 While the Israelites were still in the desert, the king of Moab
sent Balaam to curse them, but Balaam t S ass retused to carry her master
thither and was therefore severely' beaten by him.

Father Tabb makes use of

this incident to illuminate the complaint of "Brother Asa, ft as St. Francis of
Assisi called his

body~

to the saint:

Wbateter I do,
Like Salaam you
Requite :me with a blow• .30
Father Tabbts remaining Old-Testament images are taken almost at
random from Judges, Ruth, !i!!is, 8,!!d Daniel. When, at the close of day, we
rest our heads upon the bosom of sleep, the cares of noon are forgotten, because, "shorn ot shadows," they lie helples. -As Samson in captivity.,,)l Like
Ruth, gleaning the ears or corn atter the reapers, Twilight

- 349.

27 "The lmage-Maker," ibid., 195.

-

28

"To an Exile," ibid.,

29

"The Billows," ibid.,

-

36.5.

-

30 "Brother Ass and St. Francis," ibid., 217-218.

-

31 "Nightfall, n ibid.,

165.

• • • f'ollows where the reaper Day
Lets f'all the slender shadows in her W&Y';
Then, winnowing the darkness, home again,
She counts her golden grain.32

"

A small pebble f'rom the sling of' David slew the giant Goliath;

80

One word of' lfttll-direeted wit,
A pebble-jest, has often hit

A boastful evil and prevailed
Where ma.tlJI" a nobler weapon failed)3
During the revolt of' Absalom, !thai pledged his loyalty to King David, de-

claring that he would be wherever his king was.

Father'l'abb gives a new turn

to this pledge by ref'erring to God's oonstant abiding with man I
Lord, wheres08 t er I am, Thou art,
In love subserrlent to me,
Still tendering a lowlier port t.
'l'han saint or angel unto 118. 3,.
The brook Kedron 1s reminiscent of' David tt and the moan That shook his heart
in exile.")'

Like the winged oherubim, guarding the .Ark of' the Covenant in the
Holy of' Holies, two clift. f'acing eaoh other guard the valley' between them. J6
God dwelt in a cloud between the oherubimJ even now the shadow of divinity
clings to the oloud that herald8 the dawn as ..men its ttpresence shrined

-

32 -Twilight," ibid., 336.

-

3) "David and Goliath, U ibid.,

J4

tt~

-

Servant," ibid., 342.

-

3, "Kedron," ibid., 29,.

-

)6 "Cllf'f's,· ibid., 183.

372.

,6
divinity Between the flaming cherubim. ".37
fa Father Damien, the hero of Molokai, Father Tabb applies the
1f'ords with 'Which SCripture describes Giezi, the servant

Naamants gifts received also his leprosy_

at Ellseus, who 'With

In the case of Dam1en, however"

the words 1mpll' a blessing rather than a curse =

o God,

the cleanest oftering

Of tainted earth below,
Unblushing to thy teet we bri,ng-

"! leE!!: white !!. snow.J',)8 -

Snow-capped llt. Everest recalls to Father 1'abb the story at the
.t s

young Jews who walked unscathed in

fiery f'urnace t

As in the furnace fared the holl' teet,
Unblemished by'the sevenfold tervor, 80
Nearest the sun, colc:io4hitening in heat,
Is thine eternal chastity at snow. 39
Vebuohadneu&r, king

ot Baylen,

was reduced to the oondition

that he might learn that God is the ruler of kingdoms.

ot

a beast 80

'this is one ot the

allusions Father Tabb uses to illustrate his theme that beasts have the power
to lift men up to higher things t
And he, the outcast of the

The lord of

East,

luxur.r, dis crowned,

ot reason toutld
In darkness of the beast.40

Again the dan

37 "The

-

Cloud, It ibid. J

-

55-56.

38 "Father Damien, ft ibid., .347.
39 "Mount Everest, n ibid. J )67.

40

It Ad

-

Besti.. ,,, ibid., 231.

Like the writing on the wall that warned Baltasar, ••lnIeftadllu,ulr"e
son, ot his impending ruin, the sun-dial' s slender shade tells the day,
"Thoufrt in the balance weighed, 0 daY',
Found wanting, and shalt waste away."
.And "in Night's pavilion," the stars proclaim, "Behold, thy kingdom

too must

tall.- 41 What is the meaning ot suns~t, the writing on the wall

"Nature's

banquet-hall"? No Daniel

COIDSS

to interpret its message.

or

And so the poet

asks I

Is it the Babylonian doom,A kingdom passed away-A midnight monarch to flSSlll'IIe
The majesty ot Day142
The New Testament

Father Tabb' s New-Testament imagery is a series ot vignettes covering

the entire lire ot Christ.
Like Christ, 'Who came unto His own alone, unrecognized, so day-

break, that has not looked on Iesterda;y and will not see Tomorrow, comes to
its own "A stranger and alone. n43 As John leaped in Elizabeth's womb at the
sound ot Yar:rts VOice, SO the ltbeat seed that will one dq become an altar
bread springs to bloom and ripeness 1tbile the reapers sing.44

-

41 "The Dial," ibid., 77-78.

-

42 itA Sunset," ibid., 78-79.

"The Good Seed," ibid.,

43 "Dqbreak," ibid., 72.
Lh

-

219-220.
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The stars are the shepherds that keep watch when "the manchild,
morn, Again is bom. tf45 On Christmas night, while tithe snow, A flock unnumbered lies," the stars "Keep watch within the skies.,,46
Day after day Nature sutters a renewal

ot the tragedy' ot Ramah:

Vorn is Berod, Dreams are the innocent children, and Love is Rachel.
Day after Dq

The Herod Mom
Of Dreams doth slq
The latest-born;
And Love, like Rachel o'er ber dead,
Will not again be comtorted. 47
The cry of the lambs to be slain tor the Paschal sacrifice "is the echoed crr

ot helpless Innocents about to die.,,48
It is
The selfsame miracle that led
The Magi and the star
which pilots spring blossolllS abefore the wintry gale, Across the sea of
night.·49 The seed ot wheat, "A pilgrim £rom the hour of birth," traverses
earth's dark bosom until it reaches daylight, tor, like the Magi, it is
destined to be "led To Christ, the living House of Bread. "50: 'the old year is

-

b5 "The Expected of Nations," ibid., 335.

46

-

"The Light of Bethlehem,· ibid., 201-202.

47 "Lifets

Ramah,"

-

ibid., 74.

48

"Easter Laubs," ibid., 230.

49

"From the Underground, It ibid., 12-13.

-

-

50 -The Good Seed," ibid., 219-220.
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another Simeon, holding the new year, a tiny babe, upon its heart, and singing its canticle ot thanksgivings
According to thy word,
Let now thy servant"", Lord,
In peace depart.;>.II.
In the lite or the mistletoe the entire story of Christ's infancy'

is re-enacted.

The bough ot a naked tree is the cradle, the mistletoe 18 the

Child, the stars are the shepherds that "from their fleecy cloud" walk out to
see what baa come to pass, the north wind is another Herod trying to tear the
mistletoe from the tree, and the old year is Simeon, blessing it in his heart
and praying I
"1fith prophecy ot peace divine
Let now my soul depart. "52
'ather Tabb's images from Christ's public lite begin, as does the
sacred narrative itself, with John the Baptist, His precursor.

The snow is

the precursor who proolai:ms "'!'he level road that leads to Bethlehem. ,,53 Birds
or spring bring such sweet tidings that, 11ke the crowds that came to hear the
Baptist's message,
The bidden buds begin to swell,
Till suddenly, with lifted eva,
The lea!)' multitude appears. 54

24-25.

51

"The Old Yearts BleSSing," ibid.,

52

"Mistletoe," ibid.,

-

-

53 "The Precursor," ibid., 338.

54

184.

L
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The sea too, "torever calling to the shore With menace or caress," is another
John crying in vain in the wilderness. 55 John warned his hearers not to place
their trust in their descent from Abraham, since God could raise up children
from the very stones} W"chelaI'lgelo, the sculptor, "from the sterile womb ot
stone Raised children unto God.,,56 John proclaimed Christ the Lamb of God}
a mother confides her dead child to the keeping ot the Lamb of God,57 and
Leo

lIn,

"the aged Lion," comes to 11e down. in death "Beside the

Lamb.tt58

Christ's own words of instruction were fruitful sources ot imagery

tor Father Tabb. As the 1111es ot the field grow without concern, so "blossom-thoughts" arise in the garden ot Father Tabb's soul. 59 Far more beautiful than Solomon in all his glory is 'Mary, Maid and Mother,
Whose loveliness and lowliness
God stooped trom highest heaven to bless. 60
The p%'OVident care ot God tor the birds ot the air renders
a tallen sparrow liesJ hence the poet, bids mant
Pause where apart the tallen sparrow lies,
And 11ght~ tread,
ror~~~n::e~t~~.~lFatherts eyes

55
56

"'Vox Clamantis'," ~.,

63-64.

174.

"Beethoven and Angelo," ibid.,

-

S7 "Contided," ibid.,
S8 "J.acet Leo XIII,"

348.

!!?!.S., .350.

-

59 ftImmortelles," ibid., 182.
60 "A

61

Li~

·Ho~

-

ot the Field," ibid., 206.

-

Ground," ibid.,

345.

ho~

the spot where

r __--------------~
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Uar.1 is the blessed tree known by her fruit, "for never laden bough Such bur-

den bore" as she who carried love divine in her virginal womb. 62 The sight

ot a baby, whose mother is its all, draws from Father Tabb this application
ot Christ's teaching on children,
His angel sees the Father'. face;
But he the Mother'. full of grace J
And yet the heaven~ kingdom is
Of such as this • .3
In "Potter·s Field"occurs a sim:i.lar poetic interpretation, this time the
paradox between Christ's having no place to

~

His head and the purchase of

a burial ground for strangers with the price of His betrayal:
'Twas purchased with His b1ood, this hoq ground,
This place of refuge for the homeless dead;
While He, alas, no spot secluded round
64
In all the world whereon to l.q His head.
Perhaps the finest example of such poetic interpretation is found in ")(y Of'fering."65

Here Father Tabb inverts Christ's parable on the goodness of an

earthly father to his child and makes God the suppliant, man the ungrateful
giver.

His conclusion combines the New-Testament tigure ot the rejected stone

with the Old-Testament figure ot the healing serpent.
He asked me bread, the bread whereby alone
The beggar Love could live;
I gave a stone.
He asked me fitdi, and I, a Passion's slave

-

62

"The Tree," ibid., 21.3.

6.3

"An Idolator," ibid., 119.

-

64 Ibid., 342.

-

65 Ibid., 225.

-

rr-------~
62
(All that I had to give),
A serst gave.
Then came Slienediction: "Lo, in Me,
A Stone retributive,
ASerpent seel"
By'Scriptural images 'ather Tabb portrays Christ as the fulfillment of all the desires of a pagan.
Christ

1t~ ~!:

!!:!!."

"Sacerdotal trees" uplifted the pagan)

Reverential awe inspired by the sight of sun and

moon, subdued the paganJ Christ is

"l!!. E!rfect

stone" the pagan sought DiYinitn

ItThe Corner-Stone am I,It Christ declares.

Liiht."

"Within a liteless

--

-

The Pagan slaughtered man and beast alike for sacrificial feastJ and Christ,

tt!

Lamb,

!!!. slain. ,,66
While teaching His disciples the Our Father, Christ bade them ask

for their daily' bread.

the wind passing through a wheatfield proclaims the

ripe golden grain as the answer to their petition:
Give us this day our dailz bread.
wheat,1r'"'tlie""iI'nnri passirig sdd,
OtTis you that answer everywhere
This call of life's incessant prayer;
Bow, then, in reverence your head,
For ttis the Master's gift you bear. ,,67

·0

In compliance with Christ's words on charity, Father Tabb humbly submits to
the blows of the Great Smiter:
Since to m.r amiting enemy
Thou biddest me be meek,
1.0, gladl1er, m.r God, to ~e
I turn the other cheek.

-

66 "Christ and the Pagan," ibid., 193-194.

-

67 "To the Wheatfield," ibid., 103.

-

68 "Submission," ibid., 354.

MarY exercised the works of mercy toward Christ.

His

own,"

When He came nA stranger, t

she in her soul conceived To let Him in."

.Of her humanity A garment wove."

He was naked, and she

He was hungry, and she gave Him

What most His heart did crave,
A Mother's love. 69
Christ's parables, themselves figurative forme of instruction, are
the sources of some of Father Tabb t S most beautiful images.

Night is the

Good Samaritan who bears man "to the Inn of Sleep.,,7a~ A dead child, the
favorite of its mother, is to her the lost sheep, for Which she pleads with
the Good Shepherd:
Thou that didst leave the ninety and the nine
To seek the one,
Behold, among the many that are mine,
A lamb is gone.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
o Thou, Thyself a mourning Uotherts Son,
lold close my llttle one. 71
From the parable of the Prodigal Son

CODleS

the reflection that beasts have

the power to lift man higher:
The Prodigal among the swine
Refound the pearl cast forth in mire,
The wisdom lost in wine. 72
Less fortunate than the Prodigal Son of the Gospel, however, is the echo,

-

69 ·Christ the Mendicant," ibid., 211.

-

70 "Neighbor," ibid., 86.

-

71 "Missing," ibid., 179.

-

72 "Ad Beatiaa," ibid., 231.
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.nich seeks in vain its father's door now that its portion has been spent, for
His all with latest sigh bequeathed
To thee the wanderer--he breathed,
Alas I no more. ~(3
A wilted blossom reminds Father Tabb of Dives and Lazarus.
bids a dewdrop to moisten its fevered lip.

The blossom Dives

But like another Lazarus, the

deWdroP reminds the blossom that the impassable gulf of Sleep lies between
them. 74 Summer blossoms recall the parable of the laborers in the vineyard.
The householder bee inquires:
Why stand ye idle, blossoms bright,
The livelong summer day?

But the

rep~

of the blossoms is different from that of the laborers in the

Gospel:
Alas J we labor all the night
For what thou takest away!75
Easter lilies, "like the faithful virgins wise, 'lith lamps replenished," arise to greet the risen Xing. 76
From incidents in Christ's public life 'ather Tabb gleaned a rich
harvest of images.

Nicodemus wondered whether to be born again meant that he

must return to his mother's womb, "to the primal gloom Wher~life began"J
Father Tabb, in the face of total blindness, knows that he JJlW!It remain in

-

73 "Echo," ibid., 94-95.

-

74 "The Suppliant," ibid., 12.

-

75 "The Bee and the Blossom," ibid., 326.

-

76 "Easter Lilies," ibid., 9-10.

r-~
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~
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thi8 "primal gloom," there to learn the meaning of things unseen. 77 When the
poet t swords, like the sick in the porches of l3ethsaida, lie "palsied at the
pool of thought," Lanier's flute brings the healing angel "To touch them into
sound. "78 To his petition for daily bread, Father 'tabb adds a plea tor
light, for, as he says, "more to me, 0 Lord, than food is sight."

In broad

daylight his fellowmen have seemed It As' trees," but his physical blindness has
become spiritual vision; and

80,

with the joy of the blind man healed by

Christ in Palestine, he can cr:! out t
• • • amid the falling rain

ot tears, I lift, 0 Lord, mine eyes to Thee,
For, loJ I seel 79

-

The incident ot the coin of tribute figures in three of Father
Tabb' 8 poems.

Contemplating the purity of Mary' in the Annunciation, he re-

flects that God must approve ot love rendered through her, for
• • • 'tis Thy Holy raoe,
Not Caesar's, that I trace
In her portrayed. BO
He ponders alternate growth and destruction in the life cycle ot grain; then,
turning to human life and death, he concludes.
So life, by death the reaper cast
To earth, again shall arise at last;
For 'tis the service ot the sad 81
To render God the things of God.

Lux,"
-

1r "Going Blind, It ibid., 257.

78 "Lanier's rlute, Ibid., 348.
79 "riut [sicl
ibid., 257.
80 "The Annunciation," ibid., 210.

-

-

81 "Earth's Tribute," ibid., 159-160.
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In recalling the death or a loved one, he combines the incident of the coin
of tribute with that of the widow's mite.

Grief makes the world a place ot

"everlasting twilight," for
. . . . To the past
'!'he present pays its tribute, whereupon
Each moment coins the selfsame etfigy-The more than all by wealth umddcnved cut. 62
The beauty ot flowers reminds Father fabb of Christ sleeping during
the storm at sea; he believes that as we trace Christ's divinity in the face

ot a martyr, so in these flowers we behold His dreams during that night of
'terror for the Apostles.B3 Entire~ different is the picture he draws of
waves s they portrq the restlessness of life, the lot of wind and wave and
all mankind till Christ once again speaks His healing word, "Be st111. tt84
The reader cannot but be struck by Father Tabbls frequent allusions
to Uary Magdalen

i•

He combines the picture of Magdalen, at Christ t s feet

with the calm:1.ng ot the storm at sea:
.. .. • The girt that Nature gave,
The torrent of her tresses, did she spill
Before His teet J and 10, the troubled wave
Of passion heard His whisper, "Peace, be still,,,B5
During Lent he casts himself at Christ's teet, suing tor pardon and mercy:

Like Kagdalen, I T e l at Thy teet
In lowly pride.

-

82 "Love's Retrospect," ibid., 283-284.

-

8) ttBeacon Lights," ibid., 15-16.

84 "Waves,"

85

~.,

117.

-

"stilling the Tempest," ibid., )62.

-

86 "1 Lenten Thought," ibid., 226.

67
His own priestly consecration recalls the thought of

Magdalen~'

anointing:

A Magdalen adored
Her God in Thee:-A greater love, 0 Lord,
Anointed me. 87
But it is spring, the season of rebirth both naturally and supernaturally,
that he associates most intimateJ¥ with Magdalen..

The seed, bearing within

itself a life unseen, brings to the feast of spring its broken heart,
To find, like Magdalen
In tears, a life again
Love-lost-and saved1 88
Each spring sees the pilgrim violet coming to winter's sepulchre
• • • with balmier store
Than Jlagdalen of yore
To Love's anointing bore. 89
It is the earth, "who daily ldssed His feet Like lowly Magdalen," that keeps
"The silent watches of His slee}1' on Holy Saturday.90 Then, to recompense
Mary tor breaking her box ot ointment at His feet, Christ "breaks anon the

sealed sepulchre, And fills the world 'With rapture and 'With light.,,9l And
from that

~

to thiS, each Easter
Like Magdalen, the tearful dawn
Goes forth with love's anointing tweet
To kiss again the Master's teet. 92

-

87 "Consecration," ibid., 2,2-2,3.
88 "The Seed," ibid., 95.
89

"To the Violet," ibid., 5-6.

90 "Holy Saturday," ibid., 228.

91 "The Reoompense," ibid., 229.
92

-

"Easter Morning," ibid., ,340.
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Hills and waves remind Father !abb of

Mar.1, sitting at Christ's feet, and her

sister Martha, busy about household tasks:
The waves forever move;
The hills forever rest:
Yet each the heavens approve,
And love alike hath blessed
A Martha·s household care,
A Nar.Y's cloistered pr~er.93
One of the most charming incidents in Christ's life is the story of
Zacheus climbing a sycamore tree in order to see Christ.

Father Tabb com-

bines this scene with the picture of the good thief, who bids men ·climb the
tree of the cross And tor His passing wait with me," for
Here, nearer to its native skies,
No intervening darkness lies
Between the soul and Paradise. 94
As the Passion is the focal point of Christ's sojourn on earth, so

it is a most fruitful source of imagery for Father !abb.
Hundreds of years before Christ' s coming, the brook Kedron echoed
with David's canticles of praise and with his mourning for his son Absalom.
When "David's Son In atter y-ears on love's vicarious

~"

crossed the brook,

the "torrent told Its music to the wide-proclaiming sea. ,,9, That night it
was the Paschal moon alone that witnesBed

Amid the shadows ot Gethsemane,
The mingled cup of sacrifice 0 t erflow;

-

93 "'the Sisters," ibid., 9,-96.

-

94

"The Good Thief," ibid., 21,.

9,

ftKedron," ibid., 295.

-
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and so, as the holy night returns year after year, the face of the Paschal
moon "is whitened with remembered woe. n96
While the Apostles slept, Christ agonized for men's sins.

It was

then that Christ blessed even the pain of sleeplessness,
For 'twas while others calmly slept around,
That thou alone in sleeplessness wast found
To comfort 1119. 97
.
Christ t S betrayal by Judas i8 rene1red each morning when a sunbeam kisses the

morning star.
ttffhom I shall kiss," I heard a Sunbeam say,
ftTake him and lead ~I"
Then, nth the Traitor's salutation, "Hail!"
He kissed the Dawn-Star pale.98
Peterts denial is re-enaoted at cock-erow, when
• • • the hidden D~,
The thrice-denied, appears;
And Darkness, conscience-stricken, steals
His face bedewed with tears. 99

a~,

After the trial before Caiphas, Christ was blindfolded, but He remained silent when He was asked who it was that had struck Him.

Not so Father Tabb in

his blindness t
• • • When to-dq
Yine eyes are holden, and again they say,
-who smote thee?" Lord, I tell them it is Thou. lOO

-

96

"The Paschal Moon," ibid., 291.

97

243-244.
"Betrayal," ibid., 334.
It Abashed, II ibid., 335; of. also

98
99

-

"Insomnia," ibid.,

-

-

-

100 ftThe Smiter," ibid.,

-

355.

It

At Cock-Crow,"

336.
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Because Christ has left the imprint of His redeeming blood not

on~

on man

bUt also on nature, Father Tebb sings:
Behold in every orimson glow
Of earth and s..,. and sea
The Hand that fashioned t~8f doth show
Love cruoified for me.
In the dread hour of Christ's dying, M;ary, the Mother of Sorrows, stood beneath the cross, steadfast to the end; so too
• • • maternal Autumn grieves,
As blood-like drip the maple leaves
On Nature '8 Calvary,

And every sap-forsaken 11mb
Renews the l1\V8tery of ~02
Who died upon a Tree.
The piercing of Christ t s side, like so Dl8.nT other inoidents in the Passion,
has its renewal da;r after day, when a spear of light pierces "the side of

Night, And from the red wound wide" fashions "the Dawn, his bride. nla)
The dawn of Easter day brought l&ary Jlagdalen
the body of her Lord.

to the tomb, seeking

But the stone had been rolled away, an angel sat upon

it, and the winding cloths lay there, folded; Magdalen

stood outside the tomb

weeping until the risen Christ again flooded her soul with joy.

At Easter

time the flowers proclaim:
We are His 1I'1tnessesj out of the dim,
Dark region of Death we have risen with Him.
Back from the sepulchre rolleth the stone,

-

101 .Good Friday, It ibid., 344.

-

102 "Mater Do10rosa, II ibid., 91.

-

103 "The Dayspring," ibid., 71; of. "To the Crucifix," 330.
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And Spring, the bright Angel, sits smiling thereon.
We are His witnesses. See, where we lay
The snow that late bound us is folded away;
And April, like Magdalen, weeping anon,
Stands flooded with light of the new-risen Sunl 104
Again, the periwinkle is another Magdalen weeping at the tomb of her Lord,

Till the wonder of surprise
Clears her over-clouded eyes,
And the Resurrection lies
In each chalice-bloom. lOS
As the risen Christ kept the scars ot His wounds, so every wave that breaks
upon the shore,
Christ-like, within its lifted hand
Must bear the stigma or the land
For all atemity .106
Outside the lite ot Christ, Father Tabb did not draw many images
from the New Testament.

St. Peterts teaching on oharity is the source ot his

poem "Charity," 'Which proclaims that if the 'WOrld would but give to love the
crumbs that tall from its table,
• • • love, that still the laurel wins
sacritice, would lovelier grow,
And round the world a mantle throw
To hide its multitude of sins. 107

or

From the A.pocalypse oomes his image ot perfection.

-

104 "Easter Flowers," ibid., 10.

-

105 "Periwinkle," ibid., 18.

-

106 "The Lite-Tide," ibid., 114.

-

107 Ibid., 220-221.

Its path prooeeds trom

l
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flame to snow.

It must be cleansed in fire till, when passion is completely

subdued,
It stand at last
Unblushing on the topmost height
With sister souls in white,
To follow still the Lamb
Wherever He may go.108
Other Sources
Although Father Tabb drew the majority of his religious images from
the Scriptures, he was fully conscious of the richness of other religious
sources-the liturgy, the sacraments, doctrines, Church history, and religious
life.
A number of his poems portrq Nature re-enacting the splendid pageantry of the

Church's ritual.

Night is a priest pouring "The chrism of the

light" on dawn, his last-born child, and bidding
• • • him to the altar come,
Whereon tor sacrifice
(A lamb before his shearers, dumb,)
.l victim shadow lies .109
In autumn the aster is the priest who dons purple vestments
To suit the solemn antiphon
Autumnta ritual;

or

And deigns, unwearied, to stand
In robes pontifical

-

108 "Purification," ibid., 235-236.

-

109 "Dawn," ibid., 71.
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Till Indian Summer leaves the land,
And Winter spreads the pall. 110
A mountain is the
Altar whereon the lordly sacrifice
Of incense trom the reverent vales below
Is oftered at the dawn's first kindling glow 111
And when the day's last smouldering ember dies.
Flowers are Nature's aensers.

.As Father Tabb contemplates a lily, he muses!

tTis not the radiant star above
That breathes tor me the lore ot love
As doth the dew,y censer sweet
'!'hat heaven enkindles at m.r teet. ll2
At Keats's grave violets bloom the whole yesr through,
And swing their fragrant censersJill the tomb
Forgets the legend ot mortal1t;y. 3

The Church's admonition on Ash Wednesday must have had a peculiar
charm tor Father Tabb, for he uses it a number of times in his poems.

Ad-

dressing a babe, Niva, who had died in winter, he sayss
Niva, Child of Innocence,
Dust to dust we go J
ThO,' when winterwooed tppe hence,
entest snow to snaw. l !4
The wind uses this admonition as an argument to man to join the winds and be
free of his "prison-house of clay";

-

110 -A Rubric," ibid., 13.

-

III "The Mountain,· ibid., 289.

-

112 "Consider the Lilies," ibid., 170.

"To the Babe Niva," ibid., 347.
-

113 "At Keats's Orave," ibid., 298.

114
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Better far the soul to free
From its cold captivity,
And with us, thy comrades, go
Wheresoe 'er we list to blow.
Come, for soon again to dust, r!
Play-.1'ellow, return thou must.ll;:J
"Dust to Dust" i8 the title ot a third poem, whose theme ts the scientific
truth that !tIn the centre 0.1' each snovr-crystal or drop 0.1' rain is .1'ound a

minute particle 0.1' dust".
Earth wedded, life

at~

In heaven, were endless pain.

Uplifted from the plain
To realms of snow or rain,
0.1' dust each lone~ gra1¥i6
To dust will come again.
The Requiem, Vass 0.1' eternal rest, is for Father Tabb a symbol of
sadness.

The mournful song of the dove is a requiem, at the sound 0.1' which

"Night's dreamy waves of sympathy oter.1'low."1l7 The seasons chant a song of
joy in summer, but as winter with its frosts comes on, they sing a nhol¥
requiem. nUB Though sunbeams write the epitaph 0.1' night, and gray shadows

that 0.1'

~,

yet there is heard
One requiem of wind and wave
Above each grave. 119

115

-

"A Wind-Call, tt ibid.,

52.

-"The Dove," ibid., 45-46.

11.6 Ibid., 1.61-162.
117

-

-

118 "At Keats fS Grave, n ibid., 298.

-

-

119 "Inscriptions," ibid., 77; cf. "Poe," 297.
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From the sacraments of Baptism, Penance, and
Tabb drew some exquisite figures.

Ho~

Eucharist Father

When Creation's morning broke, the sea

was "Baptized of light."120 The rose knows nothing of sin; yet "Baptismal
drops" of dew shine within its chalice "At morning's birth, at evening's calm
decline. tt12 l. God alone takes care of wild flowers, whose
• • • morn and evening dew-The sacrament
That malceth all things newFrom heaven is sent.122
As sinful man kneels humb~ at the tribunal of Penance, so the breeze con-

fesses to the Infant Christ in the manger1
I that have lashed the sea
And from the forest torn the rooted tree,
Come now, D\Y' passion spent,
.1 lowly penitent,
Sweet Child, to Thee. 12 )
His sin forgiven, man is again arrayed in the dazzling robe of sanctifying
grace. in early spring the cherrr tree, ttFrom darkness shriven," brings to
earth "the breath And light of heaven in its blossoms.n 124 Autumn, with its
harvest of wheat and grapes, is

-

120 "The Rhyme of the Rook," ibid., 318-321.

-

121 "To a Rose," ibid., 7-8.
122

-

Wfild Flowers," ibid., 19-20; cf. "Fulfilment," 331.

25.

-

123 "The Breeze at Bethlehem," ibid., 199.

-

124 "Cherry Bloom," ibid.,

>
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• • • the messenger divine
With love's celestial counter--sigg>
The sacrament of bread and wine .12;>
Even such abstract matters as the doctrines and l1G'8teries of faith

were sources of imagery for Father Tabb.

The Ho4r Trinity is a symbol of the

trinity on earth--Ghrist. the poet, and his fellowman.

AddreSSing Christ, the

poet says:
Thou hast on earth a frinity-Thyself, lI\Y fellow-man, and - J
When one with him, then one with Thee,
Nor save together Thine are we .126
The violinist knows still another trinity, formed by the meeting of string
and bow in music.
Love thy violin;
Let thy soul therein
Learn the unity
Of the mfStic three,
When the string and bowParted lovers--meet
And in music know
Life in love complete .127
Clouds, formed from the waters of the sea, ·Clean of original
stain," recall the doctrine of Mar,yts Immaculate Conception. l28 Silence
speaks of her virginal motherhood:
A silence, by no breath of utterance stirred-Virginity in motherhood--remains,

-

125 ttAutumn," ibid., 338.

-

126 "To the Christ," ibid., 339.

-

127 "To an Amateur," ibid., 139-140.
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Clear, midst a cloud of all-pervading sin,
The voice of love's unutterable word. 129
Are snowflakes ghosts of fallen leaves, Father Tabb asks, or are
they
• • • angels, bearing home
The host \UlSeen
Of truant spirits, to be clad
Again in green?130 .
Sleep is the silent angel that came down on Christmas night to keep watch at
Christ's manger.131 During the heat of noond~, a cloud is like an angel who
brings a heavenly balm to earth .. as to a weary child. "132 To the man of today

the child of yesteryear is an angel leading him home again to innocence

of life. 133
From religious life, too, Father Tabb draws images.

A mother,

looking upon her first child, recalls that before its birth she could not,
"save in fancy, gaze Soul-centered" on its "cloistered face. n134 A tullblown rose bids the shadows come and lead her "home from the world ~ To
the calm of the cloister Night_"13, Wearied of light, Evening cOJll6S, fta

"Phantoms," ibid., 99.
"At the Manger," ibid., 196.
"The Cloud," ibid., ,5-,6.
"MY Angel," ibid., 2,,; cf. "The Portrait," 292.
"To Her First-Bom,tt ibid., 114-11,.
"The Plaint of the Rose," ibid., 8.

129 "Silence," ibid., 281-282.
130
131
132
133
134
13,

-
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..

tearful novice, soon To take the veil of night. nlJ6 Because the moon dreads
to see the ghost of

yeste~,

Still closer doth she cowl with night
Her visage white .137
A chord is a narrow cloister wherein

Dwells a sisterhood of sound,
Far from alien voices rude
As in secret solitude. 138
A few images remain which, broadly speaking, may be included under

relgious imagery, though they reall¥ come from religion falsified, that is,
from superstition.

Fog proclaims itself the ghost

that die
Alike on land or sea,
In silence deep
To shroud and keep
Their mournful memory.139
Of winds

Moon-flowers are ghosts of morntng-glories that have been sla1n. l4O The
North is the ghostland, whence swallows must speed before winter comes .l4l
Birds and leaves alike are phantoms that flee nFrom winter's wild dominions.,,142 The shadows around a dead tree are

-

136 "The Postulant," ibid., 332.

"The Chord," ibid., 149-150.

137 "The Haunted Koon," ibid., 82.
138

-

"Moon-Flowers,

139 "Fog," ibid., 59-60.
l40
l4l
l42

ibid., 327.
"A Pair of Swallows," ibid., 43-44.
"October," ibid., 89-90.

-

It
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snare,
·• .• .• orlike
. the
. .amoon,
.wizard's
. . in. . widening
. .. .. .sorcery,
. . . . . 14

Spun

midnight

Down gazing with a madman' s vacant stare.

3

As a storm bursts upon the island or St. Helena, Napoleon t s prison-home,

• • • the mountains strong
Are livid with the lightning's leprous ~ppgue,
As nations smit of some malignant starl 144

-

143 "The Dead Tree, It ibid., 286.

l44

-

"At st. Helena," ibid., 302.

CHAPTER V
DAILY-LIFE nuOES IN FATHER TABB

The preponderance of religious and nature images in Father Tabb' 8
poems might lead one to conclude that. the things of ordinary life were left
untouched by the muse of this poet.

Yet such a conclusion would be unfounded;

for his images run the gamut of everyday' experience.

Classes and types of

people, all kinds of human relatione, buildings, clothing and jewelry, light
and fire, sports and games, war, travel, trades and oooupations-all were
points of departure for Father Tabbts flights of fancy.
Classes and Types of People
From ohildhood and old age Father Tabb draws some picturesque

images.

MUsic is a babe "In swaddling clothes of silence bound," which the

lute-player wakes "to light and sound. nl The cloud brings a oelestial balm t
the earth, "as to a weary child. tt2 While the shadow of a mountain broods above the poet, his own shadow "Sleeps as a child beneath it.") Echoes are

1 "The Lute-Player," The Poetry of Father Tabb, ed. Francis A.
Litz, New York, 1926, 167.
-

-

2 "The Cloud," ibid.,
)

55-56.

-

"The Mountain," ibid., 289.
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"Children ot th; distance,lt4 and the wind is at one time Ita whistling boy,"
at another Ita blind, demented giant."S On the snows of Deoember
The aged year
Hia testament ~d will
Records I • • •
Royalty and kingship are tavorite sources ot imager,r for Father
'rabb, who looks upon earth as the footAstool, and heaven as the throne "Of Him
who bowed obedient' to Vary's nay in Nasareth. 7 Sleep is the "Queen ot
Peace," who seals him with her benediction. 8 At break of day, "Dawn's imperial orest appears" above the mountain,9 but in the evening, eager to feel the

warm radiance ot the sun,
Rioh vapors spread,
Beneath their monarch's feet and o'er his regal head. 10
Fancy is in very truth
• • • sole sovereign ot' the strange
Uncharted region ot that wide demesne
11
Where Truth the tyrant never yet hath been.

4

-

"lchoea," ibid., 92-93.

-

5 "The Wind," ibid., SO.

-

6 "Deoember Snow,· ibid., 100.

-

7 "Mother and Child,· ibid., 212.

-

8 "Invooation," ibid., 2S3-254.
9

"Ad Kontem," ibid., 277-278.

-

10 "The Rhyme of the Rook," ibid., 318-321.
11 "Restraint," ibid., 299.
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For in the poet's eyes, the wind, the dainty crocus, the acorn, and the
hickory and maple have just olaims to royal honor.

The wind,

Controlling all, of none controlled,
ot er earth and sky' and sea,
benda all to reverence his majesty.l2 Whether the yellow croous,"Uttle
monarch," was crowned "Under ground" or whether daylight made him "king Of
the spring, "13 the poet does not knowJ but he has no doubts about the coronation of the hiokory and the maple.

J.s the Gypsy Breese came wandering through

the wood, the lover trees bade her tell their fortunes.

Her answer came t

"Sir Hiokory tbe king sball be
Of all this wide demesne J
.And you," sbe added tenderly..
"Fair maple, shall be queen. tt
They ll.stened, smiling as sbe spoke,
Nor beeded what sbe told,
till oame the morning when they woke
Arrqed in red and gold. 14

The acorn boasts of his ro,al lineage:
I am the heir, the Acorn small,

to whom as tributaries all,

The root, the stem, the branohe~r:'tall,
Do bomage round l1\V oastle wall • .a.;J
At the antipodes of royalty stand the jailer and his charges.
a jailer, the sun

- 53-55.
-

12 "the Wind," ibid.,

13 ..the Yellow Croous," ibid., 17-18.

14

"Fulfilled," ibid., 28.

15

"The Acorn," ibid., 30.

Like

~--------~
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" • • prisons many a life indee~
Within the narrow cel18 of seed.
As light is a prisoner of the iris, so life lies "in timets captivity" within

"the poetts soul. 17 Water changed to ice rejoices that it will again be its
tormer self, for, though Frost and Snow, the guardsmen of Cold, are keeping
watch,
No keep ot Cold
captive hold
18
A spirit ot the Sea.
~

A photograph is a "Lone captive ot enamoured light.,,19 On Christmas day the
Babe Christ 1s a prisoner in the hearts ot children. 20
Frequently Father Tabb uses pilgrims in his imagery"

The seasons

are to him "pilgrim periods of t1me._ 2l In a marsh the tides move on "As
pilgrims to the shrine of sleep.te 22 An evening shade 1s a "pilgrim, ever
yeaming for the east,lt2) and the violet 1s a "pious pilgrim" coming year by
:rear "fo Winter's sepulchre. lt24 At noon, memory renews "her pilgrimage ot

-

16 "The Sun," ibid., 331.

-

17 "Limitation," ibid., 109.

-

18 "Ioe," ibid., 62.

-

19 "To a Photograph," ibid., 184-185_

-

20 "Prisoner's Base," ibid., 196-197.
21

t1

-

At Keats t s Grave, tI ibid., 298.

-

22 " The Marsh," ibid., 67-68.

-

2) "To an. Evening Shade," ibid., 332.

-

24 "To the Violet," ibid., 5-6.

pain ••• with fainting footsteps, overworn. tt2 5
Pale pilgrim prayers nth upward glance
And falling tears and lifted hands,
And lips with stanched emotion dumb,
come to the temple of silence "To ask tor utteranee. n26 Asked why she perpet~

keeps her finger-tip on her lip, silence replies I
"To remind the pilgrim Sound
That it moves on ho~ ground,
In a breathtng-apaoe to be
HDahed tor all etern1ty.n27

Most striking of all the pilgrim images is the quatrain in which Father Tabb
expresses the age-old notion ot lite as a pilgrimage in his unique

~I

We are but pilgrims J an d the skin
!hat covers UB, the tent wherein,
Awake or sleeping, we abide
Till death a dwell1ng-hOUS8 prOTide. 28
Heralds and messengers, too, are represented in the i1Dager;r of
Father Tabb.

The brook proClaimsl
It is the mountain to the sea

That makes a messenger of me. 29
The first snowfall is "The selfsame silent messenger" imparting to the tir
tree "the shibboleth Of lite," but to the last dead leaf on a tree "The

25

-

"Shadows," ibid., 288.

-

26 "Pilgrims," ibid., 169-170.
27

-

8To Silence," ibid., 172.

-

28 "Homads," ibid., )69.

-

29 "!he Brook," ibid., 94.
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countersign of

~ath.".30 A cloud is "the herald of the dawn.".31

An April

flower out.peeds
• • • in the distance far
The herald glances of a star
As yet unseen • .32
Still other kinds of persons provided Father '1'abb with ettective
imagery, types as tar removed from each other

88

warriors and shepherds, her-

ndts and fugitives, chroniclers and pirates and tollmen.
'1'0 morning-glories, each lover star is
A warrior true,
'!'hat plighted faith afar

In drops of dew • .3.3
At dawn "countless arrow-heads of l1ghtft await the signal bidding them "slay
the slumbering, dusky warrior, Night. lt34 .Are a blind baby's dreams dark, the
poet asks, or do the stars, like shepherds, "their vigils keep" in its "hemisphere of sleeptt?.35 the wood-robin is a warbling eremite • .36 On a stonor
night the fugitive winds, Ita .frightened legion, flee With wailings of distress. ".37 The cook is

-

.30 "'the Pint Snow-Fall," ibid., 99.

-

.31 "'the Cloud, It ibid., 55-56.

-

.32 "An April Bloom," ibid., 16.

-

.3.3 "Song of the MOrning-Glories," ibid., 17.

-

.3h "'the Indian of San Salvador," ibid., 260.

.35

-

"'1'0 a Blind Babe, Sleeping," ibid., 176-177.

-

.36 "'1'0 the Wood-Robin," ibid., .37-.38.
.37

"Fugitives," ~., 50-51.
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1'0

lIl8n of every age and clime
The oldest chronicler of t1me. 38

Across the Arctic "come the ghostly galleons The pirate
tollmen~ilence,

long the road or life three

S\Dl

to brave. n39

A-

Sleep, and Deatb-await all men,

To take of each the tribute breatb
that God Himself did pq.40
As man' s lite draws to an end,

• • • death-the pilot-atands
In seeming doubt before the tranquil deep,
The fathom-line still trembling in his hands,
As when upon the treacherous aboala of aleep.41
Human Relations

Since 'ather Tabb employs such a variety of cwaes and typea of
people in his imagery, it ia not surprising to find that human relations
should figure prominently therein.

Love is the most fundamental of these relations.
Father Tabb reverts to it.
love.

Again and again

So he tells the life story of spring in terms of

Stern Winter seeks "the hand of Spring, tt but dies upon her breast.

ter she bas wept for him "her April tears, It June
listening silence breathes A bridal vaw."

-

38 "The Cock," ibid., 101-102.

-

39 "The Arctic," ibid., 102-103.
40 "The Tollmen," ibid., 123.

-

41 "Becalmed," ibid., 358.

But

1I00S

Ar-

her and "through the
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In sudden tears she 'Vanishes
Before his sight. 42
! peach

blos80~

"The blush of nature,"

betr~8

ft! passion

ot these April

dayS.a43 All ~ long the Sunbeam professes love tor the little Shade .. which'
al1'RlY8 shrinks away betore him; but at twilight, the Shade is "weeping at his

side .. " and he teels "her tresses sottl,y trailing on him.,,44 Once tbnrind has
begun to

woo the rose, he cannot depart as he came .. tor
Her fragrance whispers in ni,s heart
Wherever hence he goes. 45

Night soothes away the "Fevered glow" ot

D~'s

"oterwaaried teet" b,y her

"kisses neet. n46 In Poe's cottage at Fordham "to pinching penur;y the gloom

ot death was wedded. n4? In 1901.. the date ot Father Tabbls
ot Darien or Panama still parts
• • • sea from restless lover-sea
That.. yearning, dream and wait
The wedding ot the waters.. soon to be
When Science opens the gate.48
Man .. composed ot body and soul.. is a

-

42 "The Tryat ot Spring," ibid., 87-88.

-

43 nPeach Bloom," ibid., 326.

-

44 "Light and Shadow," ibid., 78.

-

45 "Influence,n ibid., 328.

46 "A Prelude ot the Night, It ibid., 83-85.
47

-

-

"Poe's Cottage at Fordhu," ibid.,

-

48 "Darien, It ibid ... )68.

349.

poem.. the Isthmus

l
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Child of the humble sod,
Wed with the breath of God.49
Death and Life are rival lovers ot man, waging perpetual strife for his possession, and though Fate adjudges the victory to Death, yet man is "Litets
eternal spoil.,,50
Love tinda its natural tu.lt11lment in the ties

which likewise yield rich images to Father fabb.

ot

fami~

lite,

For him Night is the blind

mother or sleep, and Silence her dumb sister. 51 Again, sleep is the "Unchiding mother

ot a ~ son. It

'2

Into her arms we, "like to little children,

creep Defenceless" as night comes on. 53 The state ot Virginia is the poet.s
mother, upon whose ·mountain-breast" he seems to be nearer heaven "And closer
to her heart. ",4 Gazing upon her first-born child, a mother muses on the
role ot pa:i.n in life, and reflects that just as she cannot see her babe until
she haa passed through the travail ot childbirth,
So, lite that vanishes anon,
Perchance about us lin,
foo near tor Love to look upon
With unanointed eyes,
fill, past the interval ot pain, r!r!
We clasp the living torm again • .?.?
49

-

"Nekros," ibid., 121.

50 ·Foiled," ibid., 126.
51 "Sleep," ibid., 162-163.

-

52 "Invocation," ibid., 253-2,5.

80.

-

,3 "Uightfall," ibid., 16,; ct. "Bargains," 166, and "Night-Born, It

-

-

,4 "In the Mountains ot Virginia," ibid., 356.

-

5, -To Her First-Born," ibid., 114-ll5.

89
!he Hew Year and a babe born at midnight on New Year's Eve are two
brothers who travel together through the desert of Winter to the land of
thence through the vale of Autumn to the ),fount of Snow.

~,

Here both sleep; but

before dawn breaks, "Brother Year" is gone. 56 'throughout the summer day, the
leaf and its twin, a shadow, play together. 57

In autum, the leaf hangs be-

tween
A heaven above and heaven belowTwin Sisters, mirp2red in the glow

Of limpid waters.5~

Jack Frost and his sister Snow are tw1ns,59 as are also barren sea and sterile
sand. 60 Devoted pairs of sisters are a child and Innocence, silence and
sleep, light and beauty, the dewdrop and a drop of rain, and silence and a
whisper. 61
Outside the family.. no bond is stronger than that of friendship_
Small wonder that 'ather 'rabbI who had drunk deep of the cup of friendship,
should use this relationship as the source of some of his finest image..

Of

his own shadow he sings I
Friend forever in the light
Oleaving to JlI3' Side,

56

-

wThe Rew-Year Babe,· ibid., 175-176.

-

57 ItTransfigured," ibid., 113 ..

-

58 It An Autumn Leaf," ibid., 90-91.
59

"The

!wins,"

-

-

ibid., 100.

60 "Sand," ibid., 67.
61 "!he Pilgrims," ibid., 246J WIn Darkness," 3)2-3)); "Light,"
))2, "The Rain and the Dew," ~J mrh1sper," )61.

90

Har~~e~i :nO:~~:t~~:~~2
Wind-flowers are dear friends of a dying boy.63 So close is the friendship
between a blossom and the dawn that they would even die together.

In the

words of the blossom:
"Where were you, dear, before the light?
For I was dreaming all'the night
That we should meet anon
To drink a dewdrop here today'
And then together pass away."64
A special bond of friendship 1lnites the mouth, toes, and fingers of little

baby" brother:
A rosy mouth and rosy toe
ot little baby brother
Until about a month ago
Bad never met each other;
But nowadays the neighbors sweet,
In every sort ot weather,
Halt way with rosy fingers meet
To kiss and pl~ together. 6'
At times rivalry' supplants friendship.

Cleopatra proclaims the

rivalry between death and Antony's love when she bids the asp:
Lie thou 'Where life hath lain,
And let thy swifter. 'OSin
His rival prove. 66

-

62 "To H.r Shadow, It ibid.,

149.

-

63 "The Dying Boy to the Wind-Flowers," ibid., 22-23.

64 "Come

!rile,"

-

ibid., 20.

-

6, HI.. Bunch ot Roses," ibid.,

-

175.

66 "Cleopatra to the Asp," ibid., 123-124.
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Was it darkness or his rival, dawn, that awakened the lark to song?
For either rival to declare
The winds are loth;
And blossoms, noddil)g everywhere,
Aftirm for both.o7
The star whose image a dewdrop let taU into the heart ot a violet, vanishes
at the approach ot "rival Dawn • .,68
Hospitality, sympathy', and peacemaking are the final human relations trom which Father Tabb draws his images.
genial hostessJ not so

Night, he declares, is a

~:

When Day goes down to :meet the Night,
She welcomes hila with many a light;
When Hight comes up to meet the Da:r
He drives her trooping stars away. ~9

All the year round chimney stacks ofter hospitality to
Their never-tal ling guests J
For when the sparks are upward gone,
The awallon dowmrard come anon
To build their neighboring nests. 70
The dew that covers "a nameless tomb" at dmm is Nature's 11&7 ot expressing

sympathy at death:
All night the cypress sighs J the waning moon
Sinks, pale with vigil, where the sun has set;
The nnming wakes} and, 101 an altar stnnmA grave with deathless sympathy is wet.·f J.

67 "A

68

-

73.

Quer,y," ibid.,

-

"Brotherhood," ibid.,

-

4-5.

69 "Day and Hight," ibid., 338.

-83.

70 "Chimney Stacks," ibid.,
71

·Sympat~J"

-

ibid.,

44-4,.
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Night shows a tenderness unknown to pitiless

~:

lay, within the twilight
Returning from afar,
She wakes again froD$Demo17
The dawn-extinguished star. 72
A shower is a cloud that "wept itself away'* and caused the "moistened eyesof earth. 73 Daisies, "from the soil Upbreath1ng wordless messages of love, It
are peacemakers, bringing solace to those who labor and "litting e'en the
lowliest" to a higher plane. 74
Lite and Death
The lQ"Btery of life and death, a subject on which poets of all ages
have written, was to Father Tabb a source of a variety of image••
Both the joy and the pain of birth find expression in his poems.
Dawn is for him "perennial birth.,,7' Dre~ are "begotten or the gloom," but
with the coming of dawn, they take to tlight. 76 The appearance or the stars
at night is an "Unwombinglf of a hidden 'WOrld. 77 Before the sin of Adam, all
creation was at peaceJ but when he Sinned,

-

72 "Light in Darkness," ibid., 85.

-

73 "!he Shower," ibid., 57.

-

74 "Daisies," ibid., 327.

-

75 "New and Old," ibid., 326.
76 ltLife's Gulf
77

Stre~U

-

ibid., 77.

-

"The Birth or a World," ibid., 180-181.
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• • • blind Confusion, from the womb uptorn
Ot haggard Hell,
Spun 0' er the dizzy world • • • 78
Above the waters ot a mountain lake the poet sees
A phosphoresoent glow,
That sudden~, all quivering an,
As smitten with the throes ot birth,
vanishes, to reveal a wondrous lily. 79 At twilight
• • • light and darkness have alternate birth,
And nature in her agony sublime
Shrouds with a veil of m;ystery the earth. 80
Death, with all its attendtrlt oircumstanoes, is an even more signifioant source ot imagery for Father Tabb than birth.
him

It twilight speaks to

ot birth, it also reminds him ot death, for it is the time "when the

evening dies." 81 Sunset i8 "dying sunshine," 82 and the silence brooding over
a mountain lake is "oounterfeit of death. eta) 'the year is "a parting soul"
that records its testament on Deoember snow. au Indian summer reminds Father
tabb of the sa;ying that some ot the grace and beauty of infancy returns to
the face or a person in death:

78 "The

~

-

of the Rook," ibid., 318-321.

-

79 "!he Vision of the Tarn," ibid., 31.6-318.

-

80 ·Sympathy," ibid., 83.

-

81 -The Cloud,· ibid., 55-56.
82 -rhe Swallaw," ibid., 32-33.
83 "The Vision ot the Tarn," ibid., 316-318.

au

-

"Deoember Snow," ibid., 100.

f
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tTis said, in death, upon the face
Of age, a momentary trace
Of infanoy's returning grace
Forestalls decay;
And here, in Autum t 8 dusky reign,
A birth ot blossoms seems again
'to flush the woodland t l.Jtading train
With dreams of JIay.~
At dawn, when the "heSitating sky" is pale, waiting "For Day to
bloom or Night to die," 86 the den are up and away
To paint all the shrouds of the dri£'ting clouds
In the eastern sld.es. 87
When the sun sets at sea, the waves make no sound
'fo break the silence sweet
Where sky and ocean ll18Gt
Above his grave. 8f:j
Then, as the last glow of light dies an.y, aLong funeral waves of darkness
flow," and the poet understands too late the meaning of the sea's moaning. 89
As sunbeams write the epitaph of night, so gray shadows write the epitaph of

day.9O In autum, the tire of f'rost llghta the .funeral pyre J 91. the leaves
tall, and tfthrough naked trees the winds A-mourning go.tt92 When spring

-

8, "Indian Summer," ibid., 89.

-

86 tfBr1nk-8ong," ibid., 76.
87 tt'fbe Dewa,· ibid., ,7-,8.

-

Le"',"

88 "Sunset at Sea," ibid., 64.
89 "Interpreted, It !!?!2., 64-6,.
90 "Inscriptions," ibid., 77.
An Autumn

-

91

II

ibid., 90-91.

92

"Phantoms," ibid., 99.

-

9,
returns, the vi~let comes as a pilgrim -to Winter's sepulchre. fl9 3
The contemplation of the Arctic calls forth a series or death
images from Father rabb's pen.
sight, he asks.

Does a "shroud or a bridal veil" hide it from

Is it
The lonel,y sepulchre of day
Or banquet-hall of night?

What are the Northem lights? Are the,.
• • • the lights of revelry'
'!'hat glimmer 0 t er the deep
Or flashes of a funeral pyre
Above the corpse of sleep?94
Buildings
So ord.inary a thing as a house, together with some of its appurtenances, is to Father Tabb the symbol of simple and lofty truths.
Life ia a house; death is time shutting the door of life and evicting the tenant. 9'

The body is the "earthly habitation" of man 'a soul. 96 The

stars form an arch that link& twilight with daw!1~97 '!'he gate of sunset ia a
ponderous one,98 but that of dawn is a "pale gliDlnering portal.,,99

-

93

-

"To the Violet," ibid., 5-6.

-

94 liThe Arctic," ibid., 102-103.

-

277.

96

"Homeless," ibid.,

95

"Evicted," ibid., 109-110.

-

-

97" "1 Prelude ot Night," ibid., 8)-8,.
98 "The Vigil," ~.J 128.

-

-

99 "Unuttered,n ibid., 282; ct. "Outspeeded,"

248.
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Cradle, bed, and mirror, a phonograph, an hourglass, and a knifethese common furnishings of a house figure in Father 'rabb's image17The world is the cradle of the Infant Christ,lOO but the poet pleads
in childlike simplioity:

Let 'I'll!' heart the cradle be
Of Thy bleak Nativity'
Tossed by wint1"7 tempests wild,
It it rock Thee, Holf Child,
Then as graws the outer din,
Greater peace shall reign within.Wi
the heart of a rose is a meet resting-place for a ladybird, for
When into the rose
A. lady-bird goes

And

0' er

her couch the petals close,

Was ever bed

Solcanopied
For lids in maiden slumber wed?102
The Church hails Jlary as the Mirror of Justice; to Father Tabb she is the mirror of love. 103 A woodland. lake that knows naught but the trees growing
round about and the skies above, proclaims its function in life:
The mirror of their dreams to be
Alike in shade and shine,
To clasp in love's captivity, Jr"
And keep them one--is mine. ~
The mocking-bird is a phonograph that repeats at night what other birds

-

100 "Christmas," ibid., 199-

-

101 "A Christmas Cradle," ibid., 200.
102

-

"A Sleeping-Place," ibid., 19.

-

103 "Speculum !moris, It ibid., 191-192.
~04

-

"The Lake," ibid., 197.

97

..,

uttered during the dq.10S The span of human life 1s an hourglass through
which "the sands of lite" f81l. 106 Light i8 a knife, "the keen-edged blade
that cleaves The spirtts kindred made in dreams." 107
other buildings, too, provide Father Tabb with images.

Sleep 1s a

granary.lOS A seed, time, the human mind, and a block of marble--each of

these is a prison.

Clover leaves 'W8re'once "Captives at a prison seed.,,109

Life flies "trom the pri.on....walls of time," lest ttlove and innocence and crime

Alike must die."l10 If a pagan idol could speak, it would reveal humanity's
sighs and tears of agOllY'
• • • confined
Within the sunless prison of the mind,
Walled up of doubt and locked in D\YBtery.111
A sculptor finds his vision of beauty hidden in a blook of marble "As in a
donjon keep."ll2
The teq:>le, however, seema to be Father Tabb's tavorite bt.rl.lding
image.

Morn is a tempi. trom whose

lOS "A

-

Phonograph,· ibid., 330.

-

106 "GeneVieve,· ibid., 267.
107
108

109

"The Reaper," ibid., 93-94.
·Clover," ibid., 13-14.
It

A Prelude of light, tt ibid., 83-8S.

-

-

110 "Love Immortal," ibid., 137-138.

-

III "To an Idol," ibid., 294.

-

112 "The Sleeping Beauty," ibid., 164.
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• • • golden minarets • • •
'ar heralding the unawakened sun,
A rapture as of poesy outshed
Upon the spirit of a babe unborn. 11.3
Silence is a
'temple of God, .trom all eternity
1.4
Alone like Him without beginning found. 1
'to this temple, "the tane of silence,". prayers come as pious pilgrima. 1l5 In

a Druid grove,
• • • the meditative trees
Reared or their strong fr!lgrnal branches rude
A temple meet for pr~er.
'l'he Body or Christ, tormed in the womb of lIary', is a temple of flesh built by
God, tttherein, through all eternity, to shrine His inexpressive glory."1l7
Light and fire
Light and fire are some of Godls most precious everrtiq girts to

man.

'ather Tabb recognized them

88

such and used them repeatedly as sources

of imagery.
'the redbird is "a .tlame ot fire and song."ll8 the song ot the

-

1l.3 ·Forecast," ibid., 29.3-294.
·Silence," ibid., 281-282.

169-170.

"Pilgrims," ibid.,

-

"'lbe Druid,· ibid., 295-296.

117

"Mar,y,"

-

ibid., 210.

-

118 "An Autumn Leaf," ibid., 90-91.
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hermit thrush sweeps along through life "In flame or torrent," surpassing
even the ethereal song ot the lark, whose "sointillations fling the spark
That tires the dark. nl19 The song of the morning stars is eohoed -in the
scintillating note

or some dawn-awakened bird, "and Iteach silver sointillating

note" of the hospital bird oalls forth a blessing from the lips of sufferers,
"Whilst over them, a glittering foam of light, Drifts" his unshadowed song.12
Plmre123 are
But lights of God
That through the sod
Flash upwards from the world beneath. 122

!he oleansing waters of a stream are
Like fire, refining, bui2ipart from pain,
All dross and stain. J
Less tender than the stream, the eye of noon
Burns with a. glanoe tha} sears the wings
or tender thought.12~
Magdalen!'

passion, nthe flame that hath driven her Downward, is

quenched" in the torrent of grief and love that fiooda her sool. 12.5 But when

"Matins," ibid., 47.

119 "OVerfiow," ibid., 40.
120

-

-

121 ·The Hospital Bird," ibid., 47-48.

-

122 "The Flowers,1t ibid., 23-24.

-

123 "The Siren Stream to the Outcast," ibid. I 68-69.

-

124 itA Prelude of Hight," ibid., 83-85.

-

125 "Magdalen," ibid., 213-214.

100
the Virgin Mary utters her "flaming word," her fiat to God's messenger, the
Spirit of God proclaims "the doom far heard Of death and night," and Mary's

A sealed, untainted tombWakes to the birth and bloom
Of life and light. 126
The fire of love is stronger even tha.t1 the penal fires of purgatoryI 1Ihere
souls DlU8t abide
Till love with fiercer flame
The strength of torture tame. 127
Indeed, until the end of time the path of aU human perfection is "From.
flame to snow" J tor

I£ach pure desire
Is nedged with fire
And needs must grow
From dark to light,
Till, passion past,
Transfigured in its flight,
It stand at last
Unblushing on the topmost height
With sister soula in 1Ihite,
To follow still the Lamb
Wherever He may go.128

Clothing: Jewels and Jewelry
Freshness and originality are characteristic of the images Father
Tabb draa from such commonplace things as clothing and jEt198lr;y.

-

126 "The Annunciation, n ibid., 20,.
127

-

"Purgatory," ibid., )62.

-

128 "Purification," ibid., 235-236.
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"Whence comes the water lily?ft he queries.

After considering vari-

oas possibilities, he comes to the conclusion,
• • • methinks the maiden moon,
When the daylight came too soon,
Fleeting from her bath to hidb
Left her garment in the tide. 9
No such question puzzles him. when he contemplates the foliage of a tree, the
ancient livery that has come down through the centuries, for "Old-fashioned
raiment suits the tree."130
When the sun rises, "The tender dawn, a virgin, It blushes and makes
"of mist a folding mantle pure" to hide her charms. 131 At tlfilight, grq
shadows "Aoross the sunset draw their lengthening veil."l32 Ordinarily the
stars burn IJ.W9.1 "The web ot darlmess" with which night clothes the day, 133
but at high noon on Good Friday
• • • the night its mantle flung
0 1er the Divine Humanit Y that hung
To brutal gue exposed. ~34
At the grave of Ophelia, Hulet stood "lIantled in thought." 135
When erstwhile friends become estranged, their friendship is "like a garment

-

129 "The Water-Lily, It ibid., 9.

-

130 "Liver.y," ibid., 27-28.

-

131 "The Rh,yma of the Rock,· ibid., 318-321.
132 "The

Wh1p-Poo~ill,"

-

-

ibid., 39.

133 "The Vigil," ibid., 128.

-

134 "Golgotha," ibid., 291-292.

-

135 "Shakespearets Mourners," ibid., 279.

102
worn in youth"

~ich

they have now outgrown .136 The body is the soul t s ves-

ture. 137 When memory recalls some sorrow of the past, "nought of pain, Its
fleeting vesture, doth remain. tt138

Purple penance is the fair garment in

which St. Mra 'WOuld appear before Christ,139 while a new maidenhood, the
bridal gift of Silence, is the robe of st. Mal.ooy of Egypt, the "Penancecrowned" queen of the desert .140
Sleep keeps golden caskets of "jewel-dreams," which she offers to
"the friend Who has halt-an-hour or more to spend." 141 The island of San
Salvador is "an emerald bar across the gold of sunset.,,142 '!'hough friends
1IIlfI.Y be phySically separated, their souls behold the same sky above, the same

horilon-line around them, "like a

~stic

ring That love has set, encompassing"

kindred lives.143
Games and Sports·
A comparativel)" small number of 'ather Tabb's images are drawn from

-

1)6 "Estrangement, ft ibid., )61.

-

137 "The Soul t s Quest," ibid., 160-161.

-

138 "Enshrined," ibid., 148.

-

139 "st. Alra to the Flames," ibid., 214-215.

-

140 "St. Mary of Egypt," ibid., 215-216.

-

141 "Bargains," ibid.,

166.

-

142 "Off San Salvador," ibid.; 247.

-

-

143 "Cloistered," ibid., 260-261J cf. "The Ring, t1 130.

103
games and sports.
The butterfly is ttLike a bubble of the air Blown by tairies. n144
A baby's dimples are the result ot a game ot hide-and-seek between Love and
Laughter. 14'

Was the Boy Christ playing hide-and-seek with Mary and Joseph

when He remained in Jerusalem? 'ather Tabb thinks He was:
You hid your little self', dear Lord,
As other children do;
But oh, how great was their reward
lfho sought three days for you.146
On Christmas day Christ leaves His heavenly home to find "His ball, the earth,

That sin has cast away." 147
Swallows fly upward "Like arrows tram a quiver. t1148 Throughout the
winter the trees
Like champions ot old,
Their garments at their teet,
Defiant of the cold,
wrestle with their adversaries, the winda .. 149 Poetic inspiration is akin to
mountain climbing:

there is no sign ot climbing teet on the mountain either

before or atter the ascent; so too no celestial sign precedes poetic inspiration, and silenoe tollows it. JSO

144 "The

Butter~JQ

-

ibid.,

34.

14, "Babyts Dimples," ibid., 174-17,.

-

146 "Hide-and-Seek," ibid., 341.

-

147 "Out of Bounds," ibid., 20).

-

-

148 "Archery," ibid., 330; cf. "The Swallow, n 32-33.
149

-

WWinter frees,· ibid., )0.

1,0 "Inspiration," ibid., 182.
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War and Warfare
In view of 'ather Tabb t s experience in youth, it is not surprising
that war and warfare should have a place among the sources of his images, although it is medieval rather than modem warfare that arouses his poetic imagination.
Nature &8sails Napoleon in his prison on the island of St. Helena.
Night encamps around him•
• • • From afar
The bamered hosts of outer darkness throng,
.And crested billows shout their battle song
To greet the awful summoner of war. lSl
But the forces of nature battle with each other the whole year round.

As the

shadows of night are routed by' dawn, they leave upon each blade of grass dew-

drops,
'the tokens of a trqPale life-drops from the heart of night,
Mu.te witnesses of sudden flight
Before the host of day .152
Again, countless arrow-heada of light are

• • • back-drawn
With dea~ aim, at signal of the Dawn,
To slay the dusky' warrior, N~.ght.153
The annual battle between spring and winter always ends in victory for the

-

lSl "At. St. Helena," ibid., 302.

-

lS2 "Onset," ibid., 83.

-

153 "The Indian of San Salvador," ibid., 280.

•
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former; spring flowers leap the barriers of ice,

se~

free both song and

laughter, and loudly proclaim their viotor,- .15h.
There are also lesser battles in the realm ot nature.

The glow-

1form darea to challenge night, and a slender shade is undaunted in the presence of noonday:
.Against the night, a cha1lpion bright,
The glow-worm, lif'ts a spear ot light;
And.. undismayed, the slenderest sh~
Against the noonday bares a blade .155
Leaves form the armor ot the tree, which is
Fastidious ot chivalry,
Rejecting as in acorn
All other than the panoply r'4.
Hie ancestors have 'WOrn. 1/U
St. A.fra bids the flames "Leap the barriers and tire The citadelft

ot her heart. 157 Chastity is the armor ot one consecrated to God; in it he
conquers all his toes .158 The first snow-fall is "The countersign of death"
to the last dead leat on a tree. 159 Death is a seeming oonqueror; yet his
viotim is the real victor, tor death's tatal thrust "A mortal raised to 1n'I:-mortality.,,160

-

154 "Triumph," ibid., 91-92.

-

155 "Heroes," ibid., 333.
156 "Livery," ibid., 27-28.
157

"st.

-

Arra to the Flames, It ibid., 2lh.-215.

-

158 "The Conqueror," ibid., 232.

1,9

arbe

-

'irat Snow-Fall," ibid., 99.

-

160 uNekroa,· ibid., 121.

r~
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Travel

I

Trades and Occupations

Travel images are rare and reatively unimportant in Father Tabb t s
poetry.

The sun, its daily journey done, sinks to rest;16l and the deolining

"I go the darkened ~
Whence none returns to tell
Ot those that hither ~28f
What tate betell."
It night could ask a gift from

~,

'!would be upon his twilight -qy
A lengthened hour with her. lo)

Love ot neighbor is the bridge that the poet would have man build above all
str1te. 164 Man's neighbor is his stepping-stone to the throne or Ood. 165
figures drawn rrom various trades and occupations conclude the list

ot Father Tabbls daily-lite images. Weaving and spinning seem to have had a
special attraction tor him.

The lotus tlOW'Etr is to him a weaver or

dre. . . 166 Spring "weaves The fragrance ot her sheltering leaves" around the
bluebird, whioh sings the tirst song or welcome to her. 167 While man's

-

161 "Finis, It ibid., 249.
1.62

-

"Adieu," ibid., 81.

-

1.63 HIdeals," ibid., 79.

-

164 "The Bridge,· ibid., 111-112.

"A Lotus Bloom," ibid., 16-17.
"the Bluebird," ibid., 329.

165 "My Jlediator," ibid., 339.

166
167

-
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dre~visions

flee with the coming of dawn, those of the wood-robin remain,

for
Night weavea of golden harmonies the thread,
And fills thy brain
With joys that overflow in love's awakening stra1n. 168
"With gathered sweets of every varying clime," the pilgrim periods of time
weave around Keats's grave "one perpetUal spring ...169 The name of Love "is
a b~ word Of Sound and silence wove."170 The sun spins the vesture of the
fern. 171 For the poet her beams spin
A :memory that one
Alone could bring and none
Can take ~.172
The rainbow leaves as the fruit of its blossom naught but a dream, whereon
the poetts fancy
Shall spin anon her golden thread,
And then, of fetters free,

~::i~:~ ~~~:y:i~5on8

spread

Gardening and farming yield several beautiful images to Father rabb.
Pain is to him

ibid., 136-137.

168 "To the Wood-Robin," ibid., 37-38.
169 "At leatsts Grave," ibid., 298.
170

"Betr~ed,"

-

-

171 "Fern Song," ibid., ll.

-

172 "Adieu," ibid., 155.

-

173 "The Rainbow," ibid., 61.
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.~.

• a gardener to weed
And dig about the heart;
fo plant therein the pregnant seed,
.And watoh, with many a smart,
fhe stem and leaf' and blossom rile,
Alternate to supply
The viotims for the saorifioe 4
And, for the fruit, to die. 17

As Christ asoends Calvary, the trees reoognize Him as "the Gardener ••• Of
Eden and Gethsemane. tt175 The wind W'inilcma "with lusty flail The ripened
grain_ tt176 June goes out to reap with her "siokle of a moon. " 177
Three more oooupations-the tending of sheep, mining, and the art
of illwninating letters-yield a single figure to Father fabb.

The wind, he

deolares, scatters "the fleeoy clouds" and then herds them together again. 178
He wonders whenoe goldenrod comes, and asksl
Doth a vein that the miners know not yield
Such wealth of gold?179
If the beauty of autumn is the preface of death,
In crimson, red, and gold,
What wondrous art illumineth
The stor,y yet untold?l80

-

174 "Pain," ibid., 145-146.

-

175 "Recognition," ibid., 227-228_

-

176 "The Wind," ibid., 53-55.

-

177 "The Reaper, tf ibid., 93-94.

-

178 "fhe Wind," ibid., 53-55.

-

179 "Autumn Gold," ibid., 11.

-

180 "Autumn Glow," ibid., )68.
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CHAPTER VI

arHER ItwlES IN FATHER TABB

The remaining sources at Father Tabb's imagery-the body and its
functions, learning, md the arts-play a distinctly minor role; yet they
cannot be omitted in a study at this type.
The Body and Its Functions
Under this heading are included images drawn directly or indirectly
from various parts at the body, the senses, sleep and dreams, sickness, toad
and drink.

To allot these Father Tabb turned spontaneously tor the expres-

sion or his inmost thoughts.
The sky is to him "heaven's unclouded tace,,,l and dawn is the smile
of Darkness. 2 The strain at a lute-player rises and falls

ft As

waters dimple

to the rain.") Drops ot rain are "tear-drops of the skies," whereas human
tears are "rain-drops of the heart. ,,4 .As the sun sets, lea£' and flower are

1 ltAn Influence,· The Poet;g of Father Tabb, ed. Francis A. Litz,
New York. 1928. 133.
2

"Dawn,"

-

ibid., 71.

"fountain-Heads," ibid., 111.
-

3 "The Lute-Player," ibid., 187.

4
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"with tears of twilight wet" to see him go.' To a widowed father, his child
i8 a "pale star" that appeared "as a crystal tear of sorrow bom. n6 The message of the first birds of spring is 80 sweet that
The hidden buds begin to swell,
Till suddenly, with lifted ears,
The leafy multitude appears.?
The petals of a rose close softly, "Like folded hands, of labor long oppressed."B With beating heart a young girl listens tor the footstep of some
popular idolJ so, as

sheet-~ghtning

nif'tly casts "A glance of love or jeal-

ousy" about in Night's seragliO,
• • • lD41lY a starry ravonte

In reverence profound
Awa! ts with palpitating light
A step without a somd.9
The Ocean, as _11 as Earth and Air, claims Shelley for ita ownJ therefore it
sent "the panting wave" that clasped him "like an overflowing heart. ,.10 The
mocking-bird is a -heart that cannot sleep for song.ttll Michelangelo "from
the sterile womb of stone Raised children unto God ... 12

,

-

"Finis," ibid., 249.

-

6 "MY Guide," ibid., 30,-306.

7 "Preauraora," ibid., 42-43.

-

8 "To a Rose," ibid.,

7-8.

-

9 "Sheet-Lightning," ibid., 79-80.

-

10 "Shelley," ibid., 297-298.
11 "The Mocking-Bird," ibid., 3,-36.
12

-

"Beethoven and Angelo," ibid., 348.

III

In a number of' Father Tabbls images the senses of Sight, hearing,
and smell are subtly interwoven..

"The blush of nature" betrqs a peach blos-

som, "A dream in f'ragrant silence wrought. tt13 To a bird the music of' the
spheres seems to be "A twinkling silence.,,14 Sleep is blind like its mother,
Night, and dumb like its sister, Silence. l ,

The voice of a Whip-poor-will ia

a "sobbing voice,"1.6 while that of' the'dove is "A tuneful mist above a silent
sea. ,,17 Snow is "like silence visible. 1f18 On Christmas night
The womb of' silence bears the Eternal Word,
And yet no sound is heard. 19
The touch-me-not humorously' explains its name in an image drawn from the sense

of' touch:
So ticklish is ~ skin
That if' you touch ~ side
The little seed within
Will laugh and split me wide.
So when I see you near
The mirth-provoking spot,
No wonder that I fear
And bid you touch-me-not. 20

13 "Peach Bloom," ibid., 326.

14

"In Shadow," ibid., 44.

-

-

1, "Sleep," ibid., 162-163.
ibid., 39.
"The Dove," ibid., 4,-46.

16 "The
17

Whip-Poo~illJ"

-

-

18 "The Snow-Bird," ibid., 36-37_

"The Touch-Me-Hot," ibid., 21-22.
-

19 "Christmas," ibid., 340.
20
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Sleep and dreams are inseparable in Father TAbbls imagery.

A star,

bidding tarewell to a watcher at break of day, promises him, "in the bosom of
the noontide sea I'll dream of thee. n21 The timid note of a song at dawn,
"dreamlike," speeds ~.22 The ceaseless music ot Shelley's soul
Breathes in the Cloud and in the Skylark's song,

~t~at.: ~ :OOn!:~2raam

along

The faint chorus of echoes is
Like a dream returning
In the light of dqToo fond to :flee J alas J too timoroua to stayl24
Dreams lometimes come true atter the dreamers themeelves have vanished.

So

it is in the realm at nature, where
light dreams of day', and winter seems
In sleep to breathe the balm of Jla;y.
Their dreams are true anon; but they,
The dreamers, then, alas, are drea:m8. 25
While life surges above a bridge, and below it the stream glides along "as a
lordl;r dream," the bridge itself remains
Still as the shades that sleep
On the reflecting deep.26

-

21 "The Star to the Watcher," ibid., 101.

-

22 "Brtnk-Song," ibid., 76.
23

-

"Shelley," ibid., 297-298.

-

24 "Echoes," ibid., 92-93.

-

25

"At the Year's End," ibid., 180.

26

"The Bridge," ibid., 111-112.

-

llJ
SOIle people hold that life and death are merely things that seem.

If this be

so, the poet deolares,
It Death b0 sleep, and Lite a dream,
~ not the everlasting sleep
!he dream of life eternal keep?27
'ather tabb t S images drawn trom sickness and torture are fn in
numberJ perhaps this very fact gives them their peculiar forcefulness.

A

lost anchor, no longer feeling the strain of the ship it was to hold in plaoe,
complains that its
• • • pr1soned power
Deep-yearning, heart-like, hour by hour,
Unquiet aches in oankering rest. 21j
The present moment is the moment ot decision, for

The future yet ot mastery 29
Is palsied as the past.
When the whip-poor-rill sings its moumtul song at twilight, 'ather Tabb

...-on-

dens
What scourge ot tate h8f lett its loathed mark
Upon the cringing dark. JO
Though the memory ot childhood is a happy one, the poet would not call back
his childhood, lest the sight ot him "on the rack

ot

Age ff should sadden it)l

The Paschal moon that witnessed Christ's agoll7 in Gethsemane bad no "utterance

-

346.

27

ttIn Aeternum, tt ibid.,

28

ttThe Lost Anchor," ibid., 247-248.

29

It

-

-

A Hairbreadth, If ibid., 222.

-

30 "The Whip-Poor-Will," ibid. J 39.

-

31 "Childhood,· ibid., 172-173.

to show The ftS;ing wound of silent sympathy. "32

On Good Friday

• • • The conscious light
To sudden blindness withered at the sight
or mortal pangs f'rom wounds immortal wrung • .33
Since the damned soul can never partake of the joys of heaven, hell is, in a
sense, a mercY' on God's part; as Father Tabb puts it:
Better for sin to dwell·trom heaven apart
In foulest night
Than on its lidless eyeballs feel the dart
Of' torturing light.
Better to pine in floods of' sulphuroua fire
Than f'ar above
Behold the bliss of' satisfied desire,
Nor taste thereof.34
In rood and drink Father Tabb finds images

ille.

ot nature and of human

The song of the moeking-bird is ttpoured upon the thirsting silence" of

midnight, and the poetts soul, ttfiushed as in the wakening strength or wine,
Leaps heavenward.

,.3,

To an autumn leaf, the redbirdts aong is "The bubbling

vintage of his brain," which the leaf quatt. eagerq. j6 The dawn star would
feed on the light ot morning. 37 An old wassail cup reminds the poet of the
vain folly of Youth and Laughter, lingering long

3:;

"Golgotha," ibid., 291-292.

34

"Better," ibid., 233.

32

ttThe Paschal Moon," ibid., 291.

-

-

-

3, "The Mocking-Bird," ibid.,

36

.35-36.

"An Autumn Leaf," ~., 9D-9l.

-

37 "The Dawn Star," ibid., 33,.

To quaff delight, with wanton song
And warm caress .38
Love is the food of life,39 and if
• • • the world would give to love
The orumbs that from its table fall,

tTware bounty large enough for all
The famishing to feed thereof. 40
teaming
More numerous than the figures drawn from the human body' and its

functions are those which history, soience, books in general, mythology', and
fair,y lore suggested to 'ather Tabb.

From history, especially ancient history, come exquisite images of
ille and nature.

Great as was the power of Solomon and of Caesar, it is sur-

passed by that of the tollmen Silence, Sleep, and Death, who
Await us on the wa;y
To take of each the tribute breath
That God himself did pa.;y.41
The home of the Sphinx is not only EQpt, but every human heart seared b;y the
sands of passion. 42 The pyramids stand in the desert ttL1ke Sib;yls waiting
for a doom far-seen,ft and between them 1s ttthoughtts unending oaravan."43

-

38 ·To an Old Wusa11-Cup," ibid., 111.

-

39 "Formation," ibid., )61.

-

40 ttcharity,ft ibid., 220-221.

-

41 "The Tollmen," ibid., 123.

42

-

"To the Sphinx," ibid., 359.

43 "The Pyramids," ibid., )60.

11.6
From the ancient city of Hybla in Sicily, noted tor its honey, comes the following image of a dear friend:
For 'With thee is the plaoe apart,
Where sunshine ever dwel18,
The Hybla, whenoe J'J.'CI hoarding ~~
Would fill its wintry cel18.44
"Ave atque Vale tt is the title of a poem in which 'ather Tabb greets the song
that has long delayed to come to him and then bids it farewell in the manner
of the ancient Romans. 4S This same cwstom is the baokground for "Moon-8ong,"
his fanci!ul interpretation of the moon's setting and her reappearance as "a
phantom white. 1t46 The poet himself, like

81 other

Columbus, "sailed into the

night The sunset gold to find;" less fortunate than his model, however, he
discovered that this gold was but "the phantom of the light 1 Life' s Indies
lay

beh1ndJtt47
The sciences of biology and geography likewise yield rich images

to Father'l'abb.

The grain in wood betrqs "the wa:y that the sap-river ran

From the root to the top of the tree. tt48 The poem "Bread- narrates the lifehistory of wheat in order to supply man t s needl
From the burial-place of seed,
From the earth's maternal bosom,

44

-

aLovets Bybla," ibid., 132.

-

4S Ibid., 256.
46 Ibid., 85-86.

-

47 aThe Va,yager," ibid., 333.

-

48 tlWood-Grain, tt ibid., 28-29.
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Through the root, and stem, and blossom,
To supp~ thy present peed,
Have I journeyed here.49
'l'rlllght is "the silent isthmus-hour of time, Where light and darkness have
alternate birth. tt 50 othello, mourning the tragedy of Desdemona, is "dark in
desttQy's eclipse.- 51 Sleep is a hemisphere wherein, mayhap, stars keep
their vigils for a blind baby, whose waldng hours are denied light. 52 Each
human being

ultimate~

lives his life alone, for

Around us lies a world invisible,
With 1s1os ot dreams and many a continent
Of thought and isthmus fancy, where we dwell
Each a lonely wanderer intent
Upon his Vision, finding each his fears
~~
And hopes encOlZIpaesed by the tide of tears.;;1.,)
The majority of the images Father Tabb draws from books are allusions rather than metaphors or similes.

He makes a passage from!3.!!!!:

......

the theme ot "Deatiny.a514 In "Regret tt he alludes to Romeo
and Juliet when
;...;...;.he says of dawn:
She listens! ItI'1'i8, alas, the Lark,
.And not the Nightingale!
o for the gloo~ncircled sphere,
Whose solitary bird

-

149 Ibid., 96.

-

-

,0 "Sympatny," ibid., 83. cf. "1 Winter Twilight," 2814.

-

51 "Shakespeare's Mourners," ibid., 279.

-

52

"'1'0 a Blind Babe, Sleeping, It ibid., 176-177.

53

"Lone-Land," ibid.,

-

-

54 Ibid., 312-314.

114.
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~pours tor Lovets awakening 8§r
What noon hath never heardS ..

5;

At Tennyaon' II death, rather Tabb writes of the author of the ISY,lls

The lordliest
No loftier
!he laureate,
Whom death

2! ~

at Arthur t s Tabla Round
than thou,
with England's glo~ crowned,
has knigh1.:ed now.56

In his poema on Poe and Shelley, he makes subtle allusions to some of their
outstanding poems. 57 He ldentif'ies himself with conscience and declares:
I am. that Tamerlane,

The Scourge of God;
With me alone remain
The sword and rod
Wherewith in wrath throughoyt His world-domain,
Doth Love, avenging, reign.58
Besides alluding to llterary worka and characters, rather Tabb
draws upon the art

or

writing itself'

a.8

a source of imagery.

He speaks or

.. the ~tic scroll or Lire,"59 ot "the scroll of nature," on Which the name
or Keats remains "a deathless syllable,,,6Q and or December sncm as
• • • the DVstic scroll
Whereon a parting soul,

55
56

76.
-Ibid.,
"Alfred Tennyson," ibid., 350.

-

57 "Poe," ibid.,

297;

"Shelley," 297-298; "To Shelley," 264.

-

58

"Conscience," ibid., 221-222.

59

UThe Latest-Born," ibid., 371.

-

60 "Keats," ibid., 281.
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~

The aged year,
His testament ~d will
Reoords: •••
A friend is to him
A single letter in a word
Whose absence all the context blurred. 62

A cherry blossom

~

seem as unprofitable "As doth a poet's dream," yet with-

out it, no tree 'Will be.. fruit. 63
Mythology provides Father Tabb with both allusions and Dl8taphors.
The storm raging round the island of St. Helena is a "spirit wroth, from

Erebo8 uptom. n64 The poet's inspiratioll8 are "Promethean fires" within his
"throbbing temples",65 they wait for words, as the vapors of night
Expectant, wait the oracle of light 66
Interpreting their dumb signifioance.
Between him and his dead friend Lanier, the atars,
Of Hope the sacred oracles divine-Steadfast above the vault of darkness shine. 67
He wonders Whether the mournful voice of the dove is

-

61 "December Snow," ibid., 100.

-

62 "Import," ibid., 251.

-

63 "Cherr,y Bloom," ibid., 25.

-

64 "At St. Helena," ibid., 302.
65 "to

~

lamp,"

-

ibid., 275-276.

-

66 "Unuttered," ibid., 282.

-

67 "To Sidney Lanier," ibid., 300.
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• • • an oracle
Interpreting the souls that tell
No vision of their awn. 68
Men worship the stars, the moon, and the stm, changing their allegiance as
each of these gods appears. 69

Darkness is the web

That Hight, the grim Arachne, weaves between
Wan Twilight and her roseate sister-queen,
Imperial nawn. 70
.
The mist is alX)ther Eurydice, who follows Orpheus, the lark, as he
• • • leads her to the dawn
With rhapsodies of star-delight,
Till, looking backward in the flight,
He rinds that she is gone. 71

A person suffering from sleeplessness is
A Tantalus denied
The draught wherewith all thirst is satisfied. 72
During the dry heat of summer,

The hills, like Tantalus accurst,
In silent anguish lie. 73
All men seeking Christ are Argonauts, Who move along the road to Bethlehem
To rind at last the Golden Fleece,
The spotless Lamb of God.74

-

68 "The Dove," ibid., 41.
69 .tllutation, tt ibid. J 82.
70 ftYe8ter~,tt ibid., 276.

-

71 "The Jiat," ibid., 62-63.
72

-

"Sleeplessness," ibid., 355.

-

73 "Resignation," ibid., 98.
74 "The Argonauts, u

~.,

197.
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Beauty was the heritage of both Poe and Chopin; but mingled with it was
• • • the breath
Of music that the Sirens @ytlg,
Whose utterance is death. 75
Christ is the Siren stream that bids the outcast sinner come and find rest. 76
Like another Narcissus, the poet does not recognize his awn image in his work,
but deems it fta glimpse in darkness caught Of light above. lt77 Keats's versatility is reflected
In each Protean rainbow-tint that stains
The breathing canvas of the atmosphere. 78

Fair.y tales and legends are the final sources ot Father Tabbts
agery drawn from learning.

i~

Laughter, he says, is a little imp playing hide-

and-seek with Love amid the roses on a baby's cheek.79 Morning mist is an
"elfin bright" over which the poet bends with delight, but the warath ot his
breath dissolves -the magic charm Into a tear. n80 He longs to understand the
threefold DtYster.y of clover: how its "fair.y fabric" was spun and fashioned;
whether its fair.y godmothers, Sky and Sunshine, chose its livery ot green; an

-

7, "Poe.Ghopin," ibid., 348.
76 "The Siren Stream to the Outcast," ibid., 68-69. This is the
interpretation of the poem given by Francis A. Llt:'i;')'ather fabb: ! Stu&; .2!
!!!! l!!! ~ _Wo.;.;;r..ks.." Baltimore, 1923, 133.
77 ItNarcissus," ~oetrz

-

.2! Father 'rabb,

78 "Keats," ibid., 281.
79

-

"Baby's Dimples," ibid., 174-17,.

-

80 itA Fleeting Guest," ibid., 73-74.

168.
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whether, like the

Oenie~ it oan go back again into its seed pri~on. 81 Rain

is the sesame without which the sun oannot call torth the lives it has imprisoned in seeds. 82 The shadow belongs to the ancient race ot giants I
At slDlr1se he's a giant tall,
At noon he's withered, lean, and small;
At sunset he regains his height
And covers all the land at night. 83
Finest ot all the images Father Tabb draws tram fairy tales and legends are
the two that present his idea ot art and thus give a new turn to the old
story ot Sleeping Beauty.

The sculptor tinds her hidden in marble as in a

dungeon; he gently- takes away the coverlet but leaves her tast asleep.84 Indeed, art alone can awaken beauty, who
• • • sleeps, her hiding-place lUlknawn
To other worshippers,
Till Art, her lover, comes alone
To press his lips to hers. 8,
The Arts

In view ot Father Tabb's devotion to art, it is not surprising that
the arts themselves-music, sculpture, and painting-should hold a place among
the sources ot his imagery.

Of the three, maic ranks tirst in importance.

81 "Clover," ibid., 13-14.
82

-

"The SlDl,· ibid., 331.

83 "The Shadow,"

~.,

372.

84 "The Sleeping Beauty," ibid., 164.

-

85 "Beauty," ibid., 371.

-
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Again and again Father Tabb alludes to the harmony in music.

!he

hermit, he s8\rs, teels Itall the elements that move In Nature's prayerful
harmonies," and blends his voice with theirs "In one majestic utterance ot
praise. tl86

The wind, unseen by human eye, in a nvstic silence supplies
The subtle harmony

Ot Nature's tuneful choir divine. 87
Together with the waters, it has "chanted the primeval tone Since Nature tirs
began," and though other voices change, these two
Abide, the soul ot harmo~
Interpreting the man. 86
Like a maestro who scans his music betore a note is sounded, so Nature pondere
The tidal sympho11Y ot Spring,
As yet unheard. 89
Leat and £lower, bird and wind are kinsmen ot the poet,; without their tellowship he might not have been a poet, and they had been "but vagrant melodies
Till harmonized" to him. 90
The harmony that Father Tabb tinds in human lite is even more protound than that of Nature.

A triend, he declares, supplies the missing note

-

86 "The Hermit," ibid., 296.

-

87 -The Wind," ibid., 53-55.

-

88 ·Choristers,· ibid., 53.

-

89 "Anticipation," ibid.,

-

87.

90 -Fraternity," ibid., 242-243.
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without whioh "the perfeot harmony" would have been marred. 91 All the oiroumstanoes of eaoh human life have been imaged in the mind of God from all
eternity,
For in the ~stio harmon.1 of Nature kind,
These kindred elements fulfil a ohord designed
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For all to man are ministrants of heavenly love,
Out-breathings from the' Fountain-head of rest above. 92
The soul, which makes man the image of God, is "the spirit's octave-span
Harmonising God and Man.1193 When a soul goes astray by sin,
The Master leaves the ninety and the nine,
Nor rests till-love-controlled, 94
The Disoord moves in h.armony divine.
Other images drawn from music refer to musio in general, to musioal
intervals J to instruments, and to song. When the evening star appears, the
voice of Night comes over the waters "Like musio low.,,95 A dream is woven
of the mysteries ot consciousness and slumber, which "pause above it with
Like 1nterv'als in musio. tt96 The blind beggar Bartimeus pro-

abated breath,

teats to a bird that its heart i8 the "hidden instrument" employed by divine
love to waken his. 97 The ory of the killdee and his mate's response form fta

-

91 "Import," ibid., 251.

-

92 "Repose," ibid., 310-311.

-

93 "Limitation," ibid., 109.

-

94 "The Wanderer," i.bid., 370.
95

It

-

A Prelude of Night, It ibid., 83-85.

-

96 "Glimpses," ibid., 285.
97

-

"Bart1meus to the Bird," ibid., 42.

pi

rhapsoqy of light. n98 Vapors rising from the sea live on, for
Soon the silent clouds again
Melt in rhapsodies of rain.99
The face of the new day seems familiar to man, and the wonder of its wakening
glance
Is like an old refrain .
From silence come again. lOO
As evening comes on, "the ahoral waves" sing "a hoarse triumphal hymn."lOl

Before the first bird of spring appears, the croaking of frogs, itA choir inviSible," is heard in every marsh.

WWhence comes the liquid meloqy?" the

poet asks;
The summer clouds can bring
No fresher music from the sky
Than here the marshes sing.
llethinks the mists about to rise
Are chanting their rain prophecies. 102
At the approach of winter, the twin birds Hope and 'Memory find shelter in the
branohes of a pine tree I

the former is yet too timid to fly'; the latter

"comes to sing her coronach and die." 103
A few images drawn from painting and sculpture remain to be considered.

After the Deluge, when hope had hung the rainbow in the sky', it

-

98 "Killdee," ibid., 34-3S.
99

-

"The Dead Thrush," ibid., 38-39.

-

100 "Daybreak," ibid., 72.

-

101 "The Rhyme of the Rock," ibid., 318-321.
102 "Meadow-Frogs," ibid., 104.

-

-

103 "The Pine-Tree," ibid., 27.
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descended into the depths of the sea and on the walls of the seashell
Traced in living lines of love
• .. • the story
Written in the heavens above. 104
Such is the origin of the rainbow tints of the seashell.

When God, the Great

Artist, had finished His work of creation, He saw that it was good
• • • and smiled thereonl
His glory in the picture ahone l:.'
But name upon the canvas none. lo;J
Facetious13" Father Tabb writes:
All men the painter Youth engage;

-

Iiia some, the famous sculptor, Age .106
Death is a pale sculptor who works on human stone .107 A. dead child is "A
moon-pale masterpiece of Death In marble. ,,108 Night and day, too, are sculptors, but gentler ones than death, for oranges, "Orbs of auturmal beauty,"

are
Rounded between the touch of lengthening night
And lessening ~.109
The greatest of all sculptors, however, is God, who uses

-

104 "Shell-Tints," ibid., 66-67.

107

"Decorators," ibid., 372.
"The Rhyme of the Rock," ibid.,

108

"Dest~,"

10, .. Anonymous," ibid., 160.
106

-

-

ibid., 312-314.

-

109 "In My" Orange..Qrovs," ibid., 24.

318-)21.

8S

His tools biting

p
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Frost, branding Sun, Wind, and drenching Rain to produce the wrinkles 'Which
man despise, but which have a share in "perfecting the Sculptorts plan Upon

the godlike image, Man.nllO

-

1lO "Wrinkles," ibid., 370.

CHAPTER VII
'ATHER 'lABB THE HAN
A detinite portrait ot 'ather fabb emerges trom a study ot his

imagery.

For it the subjects ot a poet are an index to his personality, his

images are this in an even higher degree, since they are his spontaneous and
distinct~

personal reactions to a subject.

In the case ot 'ather Tabb, this

is particularly true because ot the brevity and condensation ot the majority

ot his poems. 1fhat, then, do Father Tabbls images reveal?
In the first place, and quite

obvious~,

his interests.

As a poet,

he was interested in the arts, especially musio, since poetry is very much a
matter ot sound and rhythm.
tields ot learningt

As an educated man, he showed interest in variOUl

in history,

particu1ar~

classical and Biblioal; in sci-

ence; in mwthology and fairy lore, an interest that appears almost seltevident in view ot the impress made on literature tor twenty centuries by
classical mythology.

As a man, he was interested in all things h'l.1lD8llt

in

classes and types ot people, in human relations, in trades, roads, and travel
-in all the seeming trivialities

ot daily life. As a child ot God, he was

interested in nature, God's handiwork, and in religion, the bond uniting man
with God.

But his images do much more than this.

'J.'hey give an insight into

his philosophy of life, a thing much deeper than mere interest.

128

A person's

l29
philosophy of life is manifested particularly in his concept of love and of
life and death, and in his attitude taward what constitutes a peculiarly
personal challenge in life.
Father 'rabbts images leave no doubt as to his concept of love.
him, life is complete in love; without love, it 1s naught but pain.

For

He bids

a young violinist love his instrument and learn from it the oneness of the
Trinity,
When the string and bowParted lovers-meet
And in music 1mOW'
Life in love complete. l
But when love has departed, life must abide
In silent pain,
Till love, the truant tide,
Come back again. 2

Three types of love occur in human lifet
jugal love, and love of God.

love of friendship, con-

Father 'labb .hOll'S his under.tanding of all

three type. by the choice of his imagery.

All of his poems on friendship

proclaim the complete sufficiency of true friendship.

"Beggared am I of

want," he writes, "this boon possessing, That thou dost love me ... 3 His
friend is the "sovereign of his heart, .. 4 another H7bla, where his hoarding

1 "To an Amateur," the Poetry of Father 'rabb, ed. Francis A. Lit.,
New York, 1926, 139-140.
-.
-

-

2 "At the Ebb-tide,1t ibid., 140.

-

3 ·Content," ibid., 130-131.

4

-

"Alter Idem," ibid., 135.
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.,

"heart Would fill its wintry cells" with thohoney of love.S' Though the night
be dark and dismal, for him and his friend it is brighter than day, and it
Needs not the ~limmering orbs above,
But only love.
His friend is indeed another self' to him.

To use his awn words:

Thou art to me as is the sea
Unto the shell:
A life whereof I breathe, a love
Wherein I dwell. 7
At times, his admiration of a friend makes him intolerant of' the slightest

When Poe is denied the recognition Father Tabb considers his due,

criticism.

the hall of tame becomes to him a charnel house, in which the living name

ot

Poe should not be wrttten. 8 When Henry Thurston Peck criticizes Poe severely,
Father 'tabb in childish irritation writes:
His Peck-abiU tT to show,
Let Harry Thurston Peck at Poe,
And thank his stara like Matthews Brander
That Poe is silent now to slander)
Or by' the scourge with which they score him
Hetd make them bite the dust before him. 9
His exquisite images of mother-love and childhood testify to his
understanding of' conjugal love;lO~' but his most delicate tribute to this type

5'

- 140-141.

"Laveta Hybla," ibid., 132.

-

6 "Surticit," ibid.,

-

7 "Alter Ego," ibid.,

361.

-

8 "Excluded," ibid., 35'1.
9

-

"For the Poe Centenary," ibid., 269.

-

10 Cf'. chapter V, p. 88-89.
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of' love occurs in the flower imagery of a wedding-d8f message:
"Sweet it is for Love to llve,"
Thus a blossom whispered me.
"But for Love a life to give
(Tell ~ sister Violet,
For a blossom too is she)
SQeter yet. ,,11
Greatest of all loves is the love of God for man, a love that makes
Him come

as a suppliant to every human heart, lttove t s prisoned thought to

free.,,12 Such is God's tenderness that it is
Subdued in every tear~ to express
The whole of love. l .3
How doss Father Tabb regard ille and death?

man:r

Life is compact of

unlmown influences, he s&y'8:

Each separate life is fed
From many a founta1.n-head,
Tides that we never know
Into our being flow,
And r~s of the remotest star
Converge to make us what we are.14
Life on earth is not the be-all and end-all of mants existence; it is rather
a prisoner of time,lS a child of Eternity.16 The wonder about it i8 that

11 "To Violet B. on Her Wedding Day," Poet:z

-

12 .. An Interpreter," ibid., 142-14.3.

-

13 "All in All," ibid., 135.

14

-

"Influences," ibid., 117.

-

15 "Limitation," ibid., 109.

-

16 "Life, It ibid., 119.

2!. Father

rabb, 266.
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men are

80

disdain£u.l of it. When Science discovers a new celestial body,

men turn their wondering eyes upon the heavens "The livelong night," heaving
a sigh of regret when morning comes.

But consider their attitude toward

Another birthA soul to earth
But newly come 1
Its destiny
Eternity.
With wonder dumb
The heavens look down to see
Our faces turned therefrom. 17
In view of man's eternal destiny', death is nothing to be feared.

Death is a brother, sharing man's life breath by breath. 18 He is a lover,
waging perpetual war with his rival, Life, for the possession of man. 19 For
one briet moment he seems to be the conqueror; then the venom of his shaft 1s
quenched and a mortal is "raised to immortallty.H20 Again, as a photograph is
a shade';'image wrought by the smile ot sunshine, so
• • • Death is but a tenderness,
A shadow, that unclouded love
Hath fashioned in its own Q~cess
Of radiance trom above. 21
It is a drifting away ot earthly life into the everlasting sea of eternity.22

-

17 "The Birth of a World," ibid., 180-181.

-

18 "l(y Uessmate, It ibid., 243.

-

19 "Foiled," ibid., 126.

20 "Nekros," ibid., 121.

-

21 "lq Photograph, It ibid., 122.

-

22 "In Extremis," ibid., 250.

I
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It is the consummation of human endeavor, the twilight hour 'When God, as in

the Paradise of old, comes to bid man "walk wi.th Him Into a vaster solituda:;
Sometimes a theoretically ideal
face ot some practical challenge.
not the case with him.

philos~

of life collapses in the

Judging from Father Tabb' s poems, this was

For him the peculiarly personal challenge ot lite ns

total blindness, which threatened him trom boyhood and became a reality about
a year before his death.

As be sees it inevitably' descending upon him, he

reoalls the story ot Nicodemus and Christ, and reflects that he must retum
to the primal darkness as to his mother's womb,
Not to be born agatln,
But to remain;
And in the School of Darkness learn
What mean

tiThe things unseen.,,24

This, then, is the meaning ot blindness to him:
lead to spiritual vision.

physical blindness is to

J. little later be speaks of his Lady' Light hidden

within her convent, but again the note of spiritual vision is dominants

I JIIa1' not greet her; but a grace.A gleam divinethe rapture ot her hidden tace
Suffuses mine. 25
Naw his guides, like those of the Israeli tea of old,

••• a cloud
It.

name

by dq,
by night,

JZ'I,

- 257.
-In Blindness," ibid., 258-259.

23 "'the Birthdq," ibid., 127.

24
25

"Going Blind," ibid.,

-

are

!
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For darkness wakens with the morn,
But dreams, of midnight slumber born,
Bring back the light. 26
He does not, however, fear the darkness, for it is his

~ts

face, that

beloved
• • • countenance Whereon,
Despite the longest ~,
The tenderness of visions g~,
In shadow: seemed to stq.
Nevertheless, he suffers keenly.
bread and lY2!t.

there is deep pathos in his pleas for daily

He confesses that at high noon he was in twilight and, like

the blind men in the Gospel, saw his fellow-men as trees walking before him.
Yet even here the light of faith shatters physical darkness, and he concludes!

or

• • • amid the falling rain
tears, I lift, 0 Lord, mine eyes to Thee,
For, 101 I see!28

-

But more than anything else, Father Tabb t s images reveal his two

great loves, nature and religion.

To him nature is a sacrament, binding man

to God:

It is His garment; and to them.
Who touch in faith its utm.ost hem.
He, turning, says again, "I see
That virtue hath gone out ot me."29
Small 19'Onder, then, the he tells his God.

"JIa.mmy,"
-

26 "Blind," ibid. , 258.
27

ibid., 258.

"Nature," ibid., 367.
-

28 "Fiut [sic] Lux," ibid., 257.

29
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I see Thee in the distant blue;
But in thee violetts dell of dew,
Behold, I breathe and touch Thee too.)O
The gentler aspects of nature are his favorites.
of small flowers and plants and birds t

He loves to speak

violets and jessamine, morning-glories

and crocuses, olover and f'ern and touch-me-not, the lark and the nightingale,
the doVe and the swallow, the robin and the killdee.

Stan, rather than the

greater heavenly lights, frequently appear in his images.

Again and again

he refers to dew and to the murmuring of brooks. lfhen he speaks of' the great
things of nature, of mountains and sky and sea, he rare4r deals with their
terrifying aspects; rather does he stress their vastness, their majesty, their
haunting beauty.

This pref'erence for the gentler, smaller things in nature

would seem to indicate gentleness of character as well as attention to the
trUling details that enrioh life •
.A. similar preferenoe is manifest in Father Tabb t s Scriptural im-

ages.

nere he chooses those passages of Scripture which portray the love and

mercy of' God.

The story of' the dove sent out by Noe een the waters of' the

Deluge were subsiding, God's care of the Israelites at the Red Se. and in the
desert, God's presence with His people in the Temple--these are his favorite
Old-Testament images.)l His principal New-Testament image is that of Mary
Jlagdalene bathing the feet of' Jesus or weeping for Him at the tomb.

-

Other

)0 "Gpd," ibid., 218.
31 See appendix II, p. 142, for a list of' the poems containing
Scriptural images, together with the SCriptural ref'erence and the subjeot
matter of' the passage. It has seemed wise to arrange these poems in the or...
der of Scriptural references rather than in alphabetical order.

r
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important images are those drawn from various phases of the Passion, the
Sermon on the Mount, the coin of tribute, and the parable of the Prodigal Son.
All of these point to 'ather 'l'abb' s profound understanding of the mercy and
providence of Ood, his own submission to that providenoe, and his personal endeavor to reproduce divine mercy.
Love of nature and religion,' combined with deep poetic sensitivity,
led rather Tabb to a high degree of mystioism, of union with God.

This 1l\Y8-

tic ism is the distinguishing characteristic of his poetry and of his personality, and it is in his imagery rather than in his subject matter that it is
revealed. 32
Again and again rather Tabb makes use of religious imagery to il-

luminate nature.

Darmess is Peter stealing a:way, bedewed with tears, at the

coming of Day, another Christ)3 Vorning is the spear piercing the side ot
Night and bringing forth light. 34 Night is a priest pouring the chrism of
light on his latest-born child and bidding him come to the altar,

32 Francis Lits devotes a chapter of his study of 'ather Tabb to
this aspect of his work (rather Tabb, 123-142). In his notes he lists a
number of poems that show this tendency toward mysticism. Yet his list is
by no means a complete one, and his remarks are necessari~ 8oJll81lhat l.iJrd.ted
because of the general nature of his work. An adequate handling of the IqI!Iticism of Father Tabb would require a thesis in itself. The writer, theretore, is limiting herself to what is necessary to establish her pOint. In
appendix In, p. 150, she presents lists of the poems demonstrating 'ather
'labb's distinotly personal oorrelation of nature and religion.
33 "Abashed,1f Poetry.2! Father 'lpb, 33.5J

-

-

2£-

"At Cock-Crow," 336.

34 UTo the Crucifix," ibid., 330; cf. "The D81Bpring," 71.
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Whereon for sacrifioe,
(A lamb before his shearers dumb,)
A victim shadow lies. 35

A blossom at

or

noon~

is Dives bidding Lazarus, a dewdrop,

~

his "finger-tip

moisture" on the blossom's fevered 111'.36 In autumn the aster puts on its

purple "robes pontifioal" and stands unwearied

Till Indian S'UlIImer leaves the land,
And Winter spreads the pall. 37
'l'hen, like the martyrs of old, the maples "stand Ablaze in autum fire. n38
Autumn herself" is lIa.ry grieving,
As blood-like drip the maple leaves

On. Nature's CalV&I7,
And every sap-forsaken limb
Renews the D\Ystery of Him

Who died upon a '1'ree.39

Similarly, Father Tabb uses nature imagery to throw light on some
religiOUS subject.

He identifies the Immaculate Conception 'With a dewdrop,

a blossom, and a rainbow. 40 Kary, he sqs, is the mother-dove J and Christ the
Fledgling, whom she otfers in the Temple and who, at her death, calls her
home. 41 She is the star that hid her light at Christ's birth and stands, "a

3,

"Dawn,"

-

ibid., 71.

-

36 "'the Suppliant, It ibid., 12.

-

37 "A Rubric," ibid., 13.
38 "Victims," ibid., 29.
39 "Mater Dolorosa, It

~.,

91.

213;

40 "'the Immaculate Conception,· ibid., 204-205.

-

41 "The Purification,· ibid.,

"'the Assumption,· 207.
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widowed satellite-alone, On tearful Calvary_u42 To the man of faith, sutfering is a cloud revealing "a far-reflected dream Of heaven's

tranquill1tY~~

In a third class of poeIll8, rather 'tabb employs a religious image to
elucidate a religious theme.

In "stilling the Tempest" he

co~ines

the inci-

dent of Christ's calming the storm at sea with that of His forgiving JIary
sin2l. 44 Again, he speaks of Christ's reed of scom blossoming

Magdalen'.

"Like Aaron t a rod • • • to adorn The risen God."
ther inference I

Immediately he drad a :.f'ur-

'Magdalen,
• • • the broken bloom
!hat balmed His feet,
Is first before His to~,
Her Lord to gnet. 1l5

He deSCribe8 conscience as another Joseph, bound and sold by hia brothers, yet
A.t God t S right hand, whate t er of ~good redound,
Hia sole vioegerent orowned. 46
He gives a no and subtle meaning to Adam's words, "'the woman gave, and I did
eat," which merited Godls sentence .. "Ye die the deathl"
woman is

dict i81

lIar1, who gave the !ruit of her womb for

man t 8 food, and God's ver-

"So dieth deathl"47

42

-

"stabat Mater," ibid., 343.

-

43 "Transfiguration," ibid., 223.

44

362.

45

-"Two Easter Lilies," ibid., 265-266.

46

"Conscience," ibid., 221-222.

Ibid.,

-

- Man,"

47 "The Song of the

-

For a Christian, the

ibid., 232-233.
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UltimatelY, all of Father 'abb's ideas and ideals converge in this
profound spiritual insight into things seen and unseen.

He belonged to the

chosen few to whom God "speaks in every sight and sound. u48 What he saw and
heard he distilled in the alembic at his imagination until it came forth a

new creation, a treasure to be shared with others through the medium of his
poetry.

He longed to sing a song

Brief to the ear, but long
Love and Uemory.49

to

The key to the fulfillment of that ambition lies in his imagery.

-

48 "Vox Dei," ibid., 194-195.

-

49 nto a Songster," ibid., xviii.

APPENDIX I:

COMPARATIVE CHARTS OF THE SOURCES
OF FATHER TABB I S IlIAGERY

A. General Sources
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APPENDU II:

A LIST OF

POEh~

EMBODYING SCRIPTURAL IMAGES

(All page references are to the text used for this study.)
POEM

SOURCE OF ruGE

SUBJECT MA'l"l'ER

"A Prelude of Night,"
83-85

Gen. 1, 2 .

Creation

"Sicut in Principia," 115

Gen. 1, 9-10
Acta 2, 2

Creation
First Christian Pentecost

"The !mage-Maker," 195

Gen. 1, 26
Exodus 1, 26

Creation of man
First commandment

"!he Birthday', It 127

Gen. 1, 31

God's rest after creation

"Beatitude," 224-225

Gen. 2, 9
Gen. 3, 24

Paradise
Expulsion of Adam and Eve

"Restraint, It 299

Gen. 2, 17

The forbidden tree

"The Snowdrop," 325

Gen.

"The Song of the Man, It

Gen. 3, 6

The fall

'Christmas Eve r Sunset,"

Gen. 3, 24

Expulsion trom Paradise

"Milton," 347

Gen • .3, 24

Expulsion from Paradise

"The Swallow," 32-3.3

Gen. 8, 8-12

The dove sent torth from the
Ark

"Invocation," 253-255

Gen. 8, 8-12

The dove sent forth trom the
.Ark

• Christopher Columbus,"

Gen • 8, 8-12

The dove sent froth from the
Ark

232-233
198

265

2, 21

142

Creation of Eve

143
POEU

SOURCE OF D4A0E

SUBJECT VATTER

"Shen-tinte," 66-67

Gen. 9. 13-17

The

"Benighted," 116

Gen. 16, 1$
Gen. 21, 3

Hagar and Sarah

Gen. 21, 16

Ishmael

"The Billows," 36$

Gen. 2$, 12
Numbers lb, 29-37

Progeny of Ishmael
Death ot Israelites in the
desert

"The Sunbeam," 331

Gen. 28, 12-13

Jacob's ladder

"The Life-Giver," 223-224

Gen. 28, 12-13

Jacob's ladder

"The Ago~,ft 28$-286

Gen. 32, 24-29

Jacob's struggle with the
angel

"Conscience," 221-222

Gen. 37, 27 tt.
Gen. 39-411.

Joseph sold into bondage
Joseph's later histor.y

"To Silence." 172

Exodus 3, $

Hoses and the burning bush

"4 W1nd-Cal1," $2

Exodus 5, 8-19

Bondage ot the Israelites in

"Renewal, It

334

rainbow arter the Deluge

Egypt

ltV1dnight," 163

Exodus 12, 27

The tsraelites at the time ot
the first Passover

"Blind," 2$8

Ilcodus 13, 21-22

The

"Beethoven and Angelo,"
348

Exodus 14, 16
Matt. 3, 9

Passage through the Red Sea
Preaching ot John the Baptist

ftGo1den-Rod," 10

Exodus 14, 16 and
21-22

Passage through the Red Sea

ItJloments," 138

Exodus 16, 1$ and
31

Vanna in the desert

"'Memory," 1$6

Exodus 16, 15
31

Manna in the desert

"To an Exile." 349

Exodus 34, 29-35

and

Israelites in the desert

Homed face ot Moses

SOURCE OF IMAGE

POEM

SUBJECT MATTER

, I

I

Luke 11, ll-12

The brazen serpent
Christ's teaching on

"Brother Ass and St.
Franois," 217-218

Numbers 22, 23-30

Balaam's ass

"Nightfall,· 165

Judges 16, 19-20

Samson and Dalila

"Resurrection," 159

Judges 16, 19-20

Samson and Dalila

Numbers 21, 9

pr~er

I

il
II

II
III

"'l'w11ight," 336

Ruth 2, 3

Ruth in the fields of Boos

"David and Goliath," 372

I

David and Goliath

ftJ8:f Servant," 342

II Kings

Kings

17, 49

15, 21

Ethai '8 pledge of loyalty to
David

"Kedron," 295

II Kings 15, 23
John 18, 1

David t s flight
Christ crossing the brook
Cedron

"Cllffs," 183
"The Cloud, f1

55-56

"Father Damien," 347

III Kings 8, 6-12

Ark of the Covenant

III Kings 8, 6-12

Ark of the Covenant:.

IV Kings

5,

27

Giezi and the lepros.y of
Uaaman

"Is 'thy" Servant Then a

IV Kings 8, 13

Hasael t s question to Eliseus

"The Burthen of the Ass, tt

Isaias 1, 3

Isaias' lament over the sins

Dog?" 345
~31...232

HAd Bestias," 231

l4a.tt. 2, 14 and
21.-22
Matt. 21, 7
Isaias 1, 3
Dan. 4, 30...31
Luke 2, 7
Luke

15, 11.-32

of the Jews
night into Egypt; return to
Palestine
Christ's triumphal entr.y into
Jerusalem
Isaias t lament

Ne~uchadnez~'~gradation

Birth of Christ
Prodigal son

I
t
I
I

II

1III
I!III
III
I

14,
POEM

SOURCE OF DlAGE

SUBJECT MA1".l'ER

I
III;
I

·Christ and the Pagan,"
19.3-194

Jer. 11, 19
lIatt. 21, 42
Jlatt. 27, 31
John 8, 12

Christ the Lamb
Christ the Cornerstone
The crucifixion
Christ the Light

I
I

I

II
I! I
I Ii

"Mount Everest," 367

Dan. 3 50 and 92

Youths in the fie17 furnaoe

"A Sunset," 78-79

Dan. " 2"'28
Dan. 5, 25-28

Writing on the wall

"The Dial," 77-78

Writing on the wall

I1I1I

j

\
1II

j

"The Householders," 191

Zach. 9, 17
Luke 8, 33

Wine that germinates Virgins
Devil entering swine

"From the Underground,"
12-13

Uatt. 2, l ..ll

The Magi

"The Good Seed," 219-220

Yatt. 2, 1-11
Luke 1, 41

The Magi
The Visitation

"Mistletoe," 24-25

lIatt. 2, 16
Luke 2.. 7-16
Luke 2, 25-29

Herod
Birth of Christ
Presentation of Christ in the
Temple

"Easter Lambs," 230

Matt. 2, 16-18

Massacre of the innocents

"Life's Ramah, tt 74

:Matt. 2.. 16-18

Jla8sacre of the innocents

·'Vox Clamantis'," 63-64

Matt. 3, 1-3

John the Baptist

ftPreoursOrB,· 42-43

Uatt. 3, 1-3

John the Baptist

ftThe Precursor,· 338

Jlatt. 3, 1-3

John the Baptist

"Immortelles," 182

Matt. 6, 28

Lilies of the field

"A Lil3' of the field,"
206

Matt. 6, 28

Lilies of the field

"Consider the Lilies,"
170

Matt. 6, 28

11lies of the field

"Potter's Field," 342

l.!att. 8, 20
llatt. 27, 6-7

Poverty of Christ
Purchase of the potter's field

1
)1

146
SOURCE OF IlfAGE

SUBJECT MATTER

Jlatt. 10, 29

God's care of birds

"The Tree," 213

Matt. 12, 33

Christ's teaching on good
works

"An Idolator," 179

Matt. 18, 10 and
19, 14
Luke 1, 28

Christ and little children
The Annunciation

"Missing, ft 179

Matt. 18, 12-13

The lost sheep

"The Bee and the BlosSOl'.ll8 ," 326

Matt. 20, 6

The laborers in the vineyard

"Earth's Tribute,"
159-160

Matt. 22, 19-21

The coin ot tribute

"The Annunoiation," 210

Matt. 22, 19-21

The coin at tribute

"Love's Retrospect,"
283-284

Matt. 22, 19-21
Luke 21, .3-4

The coin ot tribute
The widow's mite

"Easter Lilie'," 9-10

Matt. 25, 4

The wise virgins

"Christ the Mendicant,"
211

Matt. 25, 35-39

The last judgment and the
works of mercy

"Insomnia," 243-244

Vatt. 26, 38-45

The agony in the garden

"Two Easter 1111es,"

Matt. 27, 29
Luke 74 37-38
Luke 2 , 1
Beb. 9, 4

The mockery ot Christ
Mary the sinner
lIary lAagda1en at the tomb
Aaron's rod

Matt. 27, 31

The Crucitixion

"Good Friday," 344

lIatt. 27, 31

The Crucifixion

"Christ to the VictimTree," 192-193

llatt. 27, 31

The Crucifixion

"stabat, It 344

Katt. 27, 46

Christ's abandonment

"Easter Flowers," 10

Matt. 28, 2

The Resurrection

"Beacon Lights," 15-16

!lark

4,

'!'he storm at sea

POEll
nHo~

Ground," 345

265-266

ttSeeming

,
i

J

Failure," 118

37 ff.

SOUR<CE OF IMAGE

"Waves,"

117

Mark

"Stilling the Tempest,"

362

Mark
Luke

4,
4,

SUBJECT WlTl'ER

37 tt.

The storm at sea

37 tt.

7, 37-50

The storm at sea
)Aagdalene the sinner

"Fiut [sic) Lux, It 257

Mark

8, 24

Healing ot the blind man

"At Cock-Graw," 336

Mark

14, 66-72

Peter's denial

Mark

14, 66-72

Peter f s denial

"The Vigil ot Good
I'r1dq," 227

Mark

14,

Peterts denial

"The Light ot Bethlehem, It

Luke 2,

"The Expected ot
Nations," 335
"The Old Yearts

335

"Abashed,"

66-72

8

Shepherds at the manger

Luke

2, 8

Shepherds at the manger

Luke

2, 25-29

Presentation ot Christ in
the Temple

Luke

6, 29

Attitude toward enemies

201-202

Blessing,· 184

"Submission,·

354

Luke 7, 37-50

Magdalen

the Sinner

Luke

7, 37-50

lIagda.len

the sinner

"HolT Saturday," 228

Luke

7, 37-50

Magdalen, the sinner

ft! Lenten Thought," 226

Luke

7, 37-50

Magdalen the sinner

"The Recompense," 229

Luke 7, 37..50

USgdalen the sinner

7, 37--50

Magdalen the sinner

"Absolved,"

57

"Consecration,"

"The Seed, It

252-253

95

"To the Violet,"

Luke

5-6

"Euter Morning," 340

"Nature,"

367

Luke 7, 37-50

Magdalen

Luke 7, 37-50

Magdalen the sinner
Magdalen the lover at the
tomb

Luke

24, 1

Luke

8, 4.3-48

the sinner

Cure ot the woman with an
issue or blood

,

l

Ut8
POEM

SOURCE OF IMAGE

SUBJECT MATTER

"Neighbor," 86

Luke 10, 30-37

The good Samaritan

"The Sisters," 95-96

Luke 10, 38-42

1lartha and Vary

BTo the Wheatfield," 10,3

Luke ll, 2

"Echo," 94-95

Luke 15, 11-32

The prodigal son

"The Suppliant," 12

Luke 16, 19-31

Dives and Lazarus

"The Good Thief," 215

Luke 19, 2..10

Zacheus

"The Paschal Moon," 291

Luke 22, 44

The agony in the garden

"Betrayal," 334

Luke

"Rabbon1,· 229-230

Luke 22, 47-48

Betrayal by Judas

"The Smiter," 355

Luke 22, 64

Blindfolding and smiting of
Christ

"Lights in Darkness,"

Luke 23, 44-45
John 19, 25

Uary at the foot of the cross

"Light in Darkness," 85

Luke 24, 6

The Resurrection

"Daybreak, " 72

John 1, 11

Rejection of Christ by His

417

22, 48

. The Lord's Pray'er

Betrayal by Judas

Darkness at the Crucifixion

own

"Confided, " 174

John 1, 29

The Lamb of God

"Jacet Leo XIII," 350

John 1, 29

The Lamb of God

"Going Blind," 257

John 3, 1-4

Nicodemus

"The Jewess," 267-268

John 4, 6 and 12

Jacob's well

"Opportunity,· 363

John "

2-4

Porch of Bethsaida

"Spectators, If 125-126

John "

2-4

Porch of Bathsaida

"Lanier's Flute," 348

John "

2-8

Porch of Bethsaida

"Christ to Dumb
Creatures, tI 192

John 6, 52

Promise o£ the Hol¥ Eucharist

149

I

I

j

j

POD

SOURCE OF IMAGE

SUBJECT MATTER

"The Old Door, ft 2J.6....217

John 10, 2-4

Christ the door

·'Vox Dei'," 194-195

John 12, 28-30

Voice of God in the Temple

"To Violet B. on Her
Wedding Day.. " 266

John 15, 13

Christ's words on love

"Hater Dolorosa," 91

John 19, 2~

Mary at the foot of the crosl

"The Dayspring, tI 71

John 19,

34

Piercing of Christ t s side

"To the Crucifix," 330

John 19,

34

Piercing of Christ's side

"the Angel's Christmas
Quest, tt 200-201

John 20, 11-1.6

Magdalen, at the tomb

"Periwinkle," 18

John 20, 11-1.6

lIagdalen

"The Life-fi4e," 114

John 20, 27

Christ's glorified wounds

·Charity,· 220-221

1 Peter 4, 8

Charity covering a multitude
of sins

"Purification," 235-236

Apoce

14, 4

at the tomb

Virgins following the Lamb

r
APPE!IDIX III:

THREE LISTS 0' POEMS ILLUSTRATING SPECIAL

PHASES OF FATHER TABB'S IMAGERY

Poems in Which Religious Imagery' Illuminates Nature
"Ho~

"Abashed," 335
·Absolved,· 57
"At Coek-Crow,~ 336
"At Keats's Grave," 298

Ground," 345

nHol1 Saturday," 228
ItInscriptions, tt 77

"Autum," 338

"Lif'ets Ramah," 74
"The Lite-Tide," 114

"Beacon Lights," 15-1.6
"The Bee and the Blossoms," 326

"Light in Darkness," 85
"The Light of' Bethlehem," 201-202

-Benighted," 116
"Betrayal, II 334

"The Billows, tf 365
"The Breeze at Bethlehem,tf 199

"Jlater Dolorosa," 91
"Mistletoe," 24-25
"Mount Everest, tI 367

tfChristmas Eve: Sunset," 198
"Oliff's," 183
"The Cloud," 55-56
"Consider the Liltea, tt 170

"The Mountain," 289
tf Nature , " 367
"Neighbor," 86

tfDatm," 71

tfThe Old Year's BleSSing,·

"Daybreak .. tt 72
"The D$Jspring," 71

184

"The Paschal Moon," 291

"The Dove," 45-46
"Dust to Dust," 161-162

"Periwinkle," 18

"Phantoms," 99

"The Postulant," 332
"The Precursor,~ 338
"Precursors," 42-43
"A Prelude of' Night," 83-85

"Earth's Tribute," 159-160
"Easter Flowers,· 10
"Easter Lilies," 9-10
"Easter Morning," 340
"Echo,· 94-95
"The Expected of' Nations," 335

"Rabboni," 229-230
"Renewal," 334
"1 RubriC,· 13

"The Fall of' the Sparrow," 48-49
"From the Underground, ft 12-13

"The Seed," 95
"Seeming Failure," 118
"Shell-Tints," 66-67
"The Sisters," 95-96

"Fulf'1lment," 331
"Golden-Rod,1t 10
"Good Fri~,n 344

"The Snowdrop," 325

150

151

"The Sunbeam," 331
"A Sunset," 78-19
"The Suppliant, It 12
"The Swallow," 32-33
"To a Rose," 1-8
"To the Crucifix," 330
"To the Violet," S-6
"Twilight," 336

"Victims," 29
"The Vigil ot Good Fri~,tt 227
"'Vax Clamantis'," 63-64
"Waves," 117
Wfild Flowers," 19-20
"A Wind-Call," 52

Poems in Which Nature Imagery Illuminates Religion
"AU in All," 135
ttThe Annunciation, It 210
"The Assumption, It 207
nAt Sea," 342

"An Interpreter," 142-143

I"
IIII
1111

"The Lamb-Child," 203-204
"On

"Christmas, It 199

Iii

Sea and Land," 341

III
III
"1'1

ilil
Iii

"Deus Absoonditus," 219

·The Promontory," 340
"ProximitY'," 355
"The Purifioation," 213

ItEaster Eve,· 230

"Stabat Mater," 343

"Faith," 222-223

"Transfiguration," 223

III
,I
II

"The Immaoulate Conception," 204-205

ttUnigenitus," 3L.4

nDe Protund1s," 205-206

I
I
I
I
i

Poems in Which Religious Imagery Illuminates a Rel"gious Them
"The Angel's Christmas Quest," 200-201

tt A. Lily of the Field," 206

"Beatitude," 224-225

,,~

"Charity," 220-221
"Christ the Mendioant," 211
"Conscience," 221-222

"Potter's Field," 342
"Purifioation," 2.35-236

"Father Damien," 347

Offering," 225

"The Recompense," 229

"Is Thy Servant Then a Dog?· 345

"Siout in Principio," 115
"The Song or the ~," 232-233
"stabat, It 344
"stilling the Tempest," 362

"A Lenten Thought," 226
"The Life-Giver," 223-224

"The Tree," 213
"Two Easter Lilies," 265-266

"The Good Sud, It 219-220
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